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Previous winner of the Sanlam Portrait Award, Heather Gourlay-Conyngham: Morning sleeper, 76 x 90 cm, Oil on canvas (edited for cover)

John Pace, Farmer. Image courtesy of Rust-en-Vrede Gallery
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Hermanus FynArts Featured Artist:

Willie Bester
Willie Bester rose to fame during the late 1980s and
early 90s; his scrap metal sculptures and painted
assemblages powerfully capturing the emotional
turmoil of what would become historic circumstances.
National narratives were portrayed in a style so raw
and so loud that they seemed to scream at viewers,
remaining unignorable and unforgotten.
The icon of mixed media will be the featured artist
for this year’s Hermanus FynArts festival. We now
speak to the co-curator of Willie Bester’s upcoming
solo exhibition at the festival, Professor Michael
Godby, on behalf of himself and Professor Sandra
Klopper.
How do you think Willie Bester’s work fits into
the context of Hermanus Fynarts?
While enjoying an international reputation for many
8

years, Willie Bester has always been primarily an artist
of the Western Cape. He grew up in Montagu, lives
in Kuilsriver, and addresses issues pertinent to this
region. From a different point of view, the Hermanus
Fynarts Festival will attract a broad spectrum of
society and Bester’s work has always appealed to a
diverse viewership – from international collectors, to
art specialists, to tradespeople and school children:
all are fascinated by how he makes his works, by a
sort of magic in his illusions and, in his sculptures,
his ability to find exact equivalents for anatomical
structures in machine parts and scrap metal.
What will be the focus of this exhibition, recent
works or an historical overview?
Willie Bester is making works, both large-scale works
in sculpture and mixed media and smaller works,

especially for this exhibition. But there will be a few
other recent works from his studio also.
How do you think the artist’s work has evolved
over the years?
Like most artists’ work, Bester’s career is one of
change and continuity. During the 1980s, he made
mixed media work that castigated the injustices
of apartheid in new and often startling ways. His
particular targets were the racial classification system,
especially in education, and police brutality. These
works show an extraordinary invention, working,
sometimes on massive scale, between sculpture and
elaborate mixed media compositions. But Bester was
concerned not to render black people simply victims
of this unjust system: he found ways to celebrate their
resistance, their resilience and their humanity. He
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Image: Willie Bester at an exhibition of his work at Art.b Gallery, 2016. Photo: Jeanine Bresler

invented new subjects, such as the stabilizing force
of women in society, and re-interpreted old ones,
such as still lifes, to communicate the endurance of
simple values in an unjust and chaotic world. More
recently, Bester has turned to the genre of portraiture
and applied it to orders of society in which it was not
practised traditionally. Moreover, Bester has used –
and mastered – the humanistic medium of oil paint
to create such honorific images of ordinary people.
During the 1980s and 90s, Bester moved at a
bewildering pace inventing both new subjects and
new forms of expression. He invented symbolic forms
in his sculptures such as the Trojan Horse and the
Dogs of War. He made many variations in quasi-relief
sculpture of guitars that illustrate loosely the idea
that one must dance as the music plays. He began to
use tools such as spades as frames for his works in

order to foreground the idea of labour, the dignity of
labour and labour as the bedrock of the South African
economy. And, in his invention of frames hand–made
from scrap metal and traffic signs, he challenged the
traditional location of the work of art in the rarefied
space of an art gallery – and introduced yet another
metaphorical form into his visual language.
Like many others, Bester has become somewhat
disillusioned with the revolution he worked to bring
about. He sees, and depicts, new incidences of
police brutality, such as Marikana, and the ubiquitous
scourge of corruption. Most poignantly, as a person
whose family was persecuted under apartheid
through the racial classification system, Bester is
particularly concerned about the fate of Coloured
people in the new dispensation.

In what ways do you think Bester’s political
pieces from the 1980s and 90s still hold
relevance today?
The inclusion of one of Bester’s large early political
pieces in the recent British Museum exhibition on
the art of South Africa, suggests that his work from
that period still stands as a powerful indictment
of apartheid – and, perhaps, by extension of all
repressive regimes of all times. Certainly, Bester’s
early work still forms a dramatic introduction to the
struggles of that time. But, as I have said, Bester’s
work of this period includes various forms of quiet,
less spectacular, celebrations of ordinary life – and
its power to resist oppression. This lesson, surely,
is ageless and, indeed, Bester is still inventing new
expressions in these terms today.
We look forward to the main event in June.
9

Hermanus FynArts 2017
“The fifth Hermanus FynArts Festival takes place from 9 - 18 June and will once again offer 10 uplifting days
of celebration. The programme consists of a wide variety of the arts that are featured in the natural beauty of our
coastal landscape. FynArts is rapidly becoming a unique, quality event on the South African Arts Calendar: a classicstyle festival that showcases the creativity of South African artists while it also seeks to remain relevant to the widest
community and encourage the appreciation of arts in its diverse forms. The programme is a fusion of arts festival and
winter school and includes something for everyone: exhibitions, music, talks, demonstrations, workshops, tastings, films
and events for children.” - Festival Director, Mary Faure
Some highlights from Visual Arts
This year the FynArts programme includes more than
thirty exhibitions and 120 artists representing a wide
range of disciplines, styles and materials. A number
of these are included below.
It has just been announced that David Goldblatt,
highly acclaimed South African photographer, will be
the recipient of the 2017 FynArts Legacy Award.
Transformation addresses the demise of the dream
of the ‘Rainbow Nation’. Featured festival artist, Willie
Bester, laments the passing of non-racialism in South
African society. He deplores the spread of corruption
through all levels of the body politic. He hates the
renewed violence of the police and other agents of
the state in suppressing protest and dissent. But he
reserves particular scorn for the application of the
apartheid-style national quota system that is having
a devastating effect on the economy of the historical
Coloured people in the Western Cape. This exhibition
at Rossouw Modern SPACE is curated by Michael
Godby and Sandra Klopper.
The Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Art Award is
a national competition. The exhibition, Reflections,
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is the work of the this year’s finalists in the cellar of
the Bouchard Finlayson Wine Estate, the culmination
of the competition.
Life Drawing Award Finalists’ Exhibition
exhibited at the Benguela Cove Manor House. See
‘Workshops’ on the festival website for more info
about the competition.
This year’s exhibition of Sculpture on the Cliffs
– EchoLocation will remain on the Cliff Path and
in the new venue of the Old Harbour, for one year
(June 2017 - June 2018). Curated by Lien Botha,
this outdoor exhibition includes artworks by Brahm
van Zyl, Bronwen Clacherty, Emma Willemse, Hannelie
Coetzee, Hasan & Husain Essop, Jaco Sieberhagen,
Karen Press, Ledelle Mo, Raymond Smith, Richard
John Forbes, and Right Mukore. Join a walkabout of
the exhibition at 11:00 during the festival.
Art in the Auditorium takes place in the Municipal
Auditorium. All sculptors who have exhibited at
least one work on the cliffs over the past four years
were invited to take part in this year’s exhibition.
They include Adriaan Diedericks, Anton Smit, Gavin
Younge, George Holloway, Gordon Froud, Jaco

Sieberhagen, Jean Theron Louw, Strijdom van der
Merwe, Wilma Cruise.
Forgotten Orchards of the Imagination is an
exhibition of work by Evette Weyers at The Marine
Hotel. Weyers uses ancient images, such as the
Sphinx or the Mantis from Bushman folklore, to create
her own personalized mythology. The exhibition also
includes memorabilia from the stories of Alice in
Wonderland that have been told for more than 150
years. Gordon Froud has collected items related
to these stories for many years. This exhibition will
include a selection from his large collection.
Forms of Expression III the exhibition at the Windsor
Hotel, showcases the work of 32 invited ceramic
artists at the Windsor Hotel. The exhibition, curated
by Liz Coates, continues to build on the enthusiastic
support received from artists and public alike. The
display of both art and utility pieces will demonstrate
the wide range of themes, styles and techniques
inherent in the versatility and characteristics of clay
and porcelain. Artists include: Allessandro Pappada,
Ann Marais, Carin Dorrington, Caroline Schulz
Vieira, Christil van Vollenhoven, Christine Williams,
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Image detail (left to right): Sue Whitmore, exhibiting at Pure South; Lynnley Watson, exhibiting at
the Windsor Hotel; Elise MacDonald, exhibiting at Forty x 40 Gallery; Ina Millman, exhibiting at Bellini;
Monica van den Berg, exhibiting at the Windsor Hotel

Cilla Williams, Dale Lambert, Eunice Botes,
Heather Frankel, Hennie Meyer, John Shirley,
Karen Kotze, Lee Hensberg, Lina Kapp, Lydia
Holmes, Lynnley Watson, Madoda Fani, Margot
Rudolph, Mark Chapman, and more.
Art of Thread presents a wide range of
textile art at the Old Synagogue. Embroidery is
included this year and adds an extra dimension
to the exhibition. All the artists have exhibited
locally and internationally, and their work can be
found in national and international collections.
Artists include: Dana Biddle, Gerda Möhr, Ina
Meyer, Jenny Hearn, Jenny Svensson, Monique
Day-Wilde, Penny Cornell and Sheila Walwyn.
Atmosferas is a solo exhibition by Louis
van Heerden at Abalone Art Gallery, inspired
by a composition dedicated to the artist as a
tribute to his outstanding role as a promotor
of performing arts in the Overberg region.
Intensely emotive, the works capture and
convey a spiritual sense of nature, going
beyond the merely descriptive.
For Art's Sake is a group exhibition at Abalone
Art Gallery, that includes Titia Ballot, Christoff
Barnard, Alta Botha, Lien Botha, Mariki Chin,
Richard John Forbes, Kristin Hua Yang, Elzaby
Laubscher, Nomthumzi Mashabala, Patrick
Mautloa, André Naudé, Shepherd Ndudzo,
Lynette ten Krooden, Sanna Swart, Strijdom
van der Merwe and Jeannette Unite.
THE Exhibition is a group show at Rossouw

Modern Art Gallery that includes work by
the Rossouw Modern stable of artists, with
feature artists Christiaan Diedericks and Jaco
Sieberhagen. Artists include Bastiaan van
Stenis, Hugo Maritz, Adriaan S. de Lange,
Stuart Dods, Obert Jongwe, Frans Mulder and
Paul Stein.
The Universe Next Door is also a group
show of invited artists that features on Vanessa
Berlein, at Rossouw Modern Art Gallery. Invited
artists include emerging and established artists
Corne Eksteen, Claude Chandler, Floris van Zyl
and JP Meyer, Anton Smit, Adriaan Diedericks,
and Gordon Froud.
Walker Bay Modern Art features work by
Claire Denaire, and Walker Bay art Gallery
features an exhibition by Johan Koch and Jaco
Kruger. Jaco Kruger says, “Sculptures need to
have beautiful lines and forms, they must be
beautiful in their imperfection”.
The finalists’ exhibition in the Life
Drawing Competition takes place at the
Benguela Cove Manor House. See ‘Workshops’
on the festival website for more information
about the competition.
Further details on these, and many more
exciting exhibitions, art tours, workshops,
and talks taking place during the Hermanus
FynArts festival are available at http://www.
hermanusfynarts.co.za/
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PORTRAIT, PORTRAIT
“NOT A PORTRAIT”
As the entry date for the third 2017 Sanlam Portrait
Award looms ever closer, we take a step back and
reconsider / revisit the overall winner and Top 40
artists of 2015.
The opportunity to have a solo at Rust-enVrede Gallery in Durbanville, the organizer of the
competition, is part of the prize for the overall
winner. In addition to this celebration of the winner’s
work, the Top 40 artists for 2015 were offered the
opportunity to take part in a group exhibition titled:
NOT A PORTRAIT.
Not stopping there, The Gallery Committee of
the Rust-en-Vrede Gallery selected one artist from
the entire pool of entries as their favourite, and this
artist has been invited to have a solo exhibition in the
gallery’s third Salon while the two aforementioned
exhibitions occupy the gallery’s other two Salons.
12

These three exhibitions will take place during the
entry phase of the 2017 competition - affording local
entrants the chance to view these exhibitions while
delivering their entries to the gallery.

WINNER’S SOLO
The 2015 judges, Craig Wylie, Ernestine White &
Tanya Poole selected John Pace’s entry, titled After
the Match, as the overall winner of that year’s Sanlam
Portrait Award. Whether you are a fan or a critic of the
winning work, you will have the opportunity to view an
entire body of work by the winning artist – his firstever solo exhibition.
Pace spent most of his working life as an art
director in advertising and the last 13 years in
design, from packaging to brand identities. Working
full-time, he has had to put in countless extra hours

to complete this collection of portraits, and we think
that the public will be pleasantly surprised by the
strong body of work that he has produced over the
past 22 months.
Pace portrays a varied scope of subject matter,
from a pig farmer to a brain surgeon, with the theme
“human endeavour” at the core of this series.

TOP 40 GROUP SHOW /
NOT A PORTRAIT
Then in Rust-en-Vrede Gallery’s second Salon, the
Top 40 artists were invited to submit anything BUT
a portrait. This exhibition will provide them with a
chance to demonstrate their skills in something other
than portraiture, with the only restriction being the
size of the work.
Image: John Pace, Defeat
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Some of the participating artists are:
Johannes S Bam, Felicity Bell, Marié Breedt, Marinda Combrinck, Karin Dando,
Joseph Dolby, Heidi Fourie, Jolante Hesse, Veronique Hoog, Lezanne Kotze, Juria
Le Roux, Jenny Marcus, Peter Meikle, Matthew Mulholland, Margaret Nel, Willem
Pretorius, Christopher Ruthven, Marié Stander, Ignatius Terblanche, Jaco van
Schalkwyk & Annelie Venter.

GALLERY COMMITTEE CHOICE
Durban based artist, Sakhile Mhlongo is the 2015 Gallery Committee choice. His
solo exhibition will be exhibited in the third Salon.
Mhlongo has been commissioned to do a number of paintings, including a
portrait of the late Moses Mabhida for the Moses Mabhida Stadium in Durban.
He is also known for his large-scale murals that can be seen all over the country.
The 2015 Winner’s Solo, NOT A PORTRAIT and the Gallery Committee Choice
exhibitions promise to become a popular fixture on Rust-en-Vrede Gallery’s
calendar, to serve as inspiration to all aspiring artists and entrants to the Sanlam
Portrait Award. These three not-to-be-missed exhibitions will open on Tuesday
13 June at 7pm, and will be available for public view until the 14th of July 2017.

SANLAM PORTRAIT AWARD 2017
ENTRY DETAILS:
Entry dates for the Sanlam Portrait Award 2017 are as follows:
Monday 3 July – Friday 7 July, from 9:00 to 15:00 daily
Monday 10 July – Thursday 13 July, from 9:00 to 15:00 daily
Entry forms can be found online at:
http://www.rust-en-vrede.com/competitions but are also available at the
gallery.
Rust-en-Vrede Gallery & Clay Museum
10 Wellington Road, Durbanville
021 976 4691 / rustenvrede@telkomsa.net
Gallery hours: Monday – Friday: 9:00 until 16:00 & Saturdays: 9:00 until
13:00
Rust-en-Vrede Gallery wishes the very best of luck to all of the entrants.
“We look forward to receiving your entries!”

Images, top to bottom: Sakhile Mhlongo, Untitled Portrait
Marinda Combrinck, Partial Space II

100 GREATEST SA ARTWORKS SERIES ART TIMES

Origin (2011)
Conrad Botes
By Lyn Holm
A demonic giant wears the artist’s face, and squats
to defecate upon the countless violent narratives
performed around his ankles. This is Conrad Botes’
Origin, an imposing 3,5 by 2 metre canvas that
took up an entire gallery wall at Stevenson during
the artist’s 2011 solo exhibition. The piece made
quite an impact on viewers due to its scale and
controversial content. Then in 2013, Botes produced
a mosaic along a similar vein. The Wayfarer is even
more imposing in scale but not nearly an affective
conceptually, but is more suitable for the audience
it receives at Steyn City, Fourways, the place for
which it was commissioned. Wilhelm van Rensburg’s
discussion of The Wayfarer holds true for Origin as he
relates the piece to Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden of
Earthly Delights (c. 1480-1505) – an uncomfortably
eccentric scene of mass debauchery. Garden of
Earthly Delights is often interpreted as a metaphysical
warning against society’s potential for moral decline,
but does Origin function similarly?
Stevenson’s official press release for Botes’
2011 solo suggests that Origin projects the artist’s
14

skepticism towards religion’s prescriptive ideas of
morality, stating that Botes “sees this large godlike figure as [defecating] out the human race, an
act entirely unlike the divine creation that is deeply
embedded in our narratives of man's genesis.
Yet he portrays this vision of extreme violence
and degradation as surrounded by radiating and
beautifying light, disrupting our perceptions of good
and evil.”
Botes makes a habit of interrogating notions
of ‘God’ and morality in his work. He mentions his
personal reasons for doing so in an interview with
Revolution, saying, “Growing up in an Afrikaans
family under Apartheid shaped me in a very distinct
way. Religion and racist ideology, along with all forms
of patriarchy (school, family, church, army) merged
into one… But the way religion was used within
that system was one thing that made the biggest
impression on me.”
By destablising religious notions of ‘The Creation’,
Botes forces viewers to think of other ways in which
religion becomes a vehicle or an excuse for immorality
(read: ‘genocide’). Botes consciously names himself

the main perpetrator by placing his features on the
malevolent figure of power. Whether this is to be read
as pride or humility is unclear, since in becoming the
perpetrator Botes takes the lion’s share of the blame
for society’s misbehavior onto himself. Whether one
reads Origin as self-effacing nihilism, prideful malice,
or humble penance in acknowledging society’s flaws,
Botes’ Origin has the power to promote peace,
ironically, through gratuitously depicting violent
disgrace for the sake of our revulsion.

Top image: Conrad Botes, Origin, 2011, Acrylic on canvas,
200 x 352cm. © Conrad Botes.
Image courtesy of Stevenson, Cape Town & Johannesburg.

Sources consulted: Conrad Botes Interview. 2011. Revolution
Skateboard Supply Co (Online), Sept 28. Available: http://www.
revolution.co.za/2011/09/28/conrad-botes-interview/ [2017, April
11]. | Conrad Botes – The Temptation to Exist. 2011. Stevenson
(Online). Available: http://archive.stevenson.info/exhibitions/botes/
index2011.html [2017, April 11]. | van Rensburg, Wilhelm. 2013.
A Perfect Yahoo: Conrad Botes' 'The Wayfarer'. Spier Architectural
Arts (Online). Available:
http://spierarchitecturalarts.co.za/
thewayfarer/curatorial-perspective.html [2017, April 11].
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GRAHAM’S FINE ART GALLERY PROUDLY PRESENTS

SAM SHENDI
MEMBER OF THE ROYAL BRITISH SOCIETY OF SCULPTORS

Seasons
Opening night 25 May 2017, 19:00
68 on Hobart, Block A,

Graham: +27 83 605 5000

corner William Nicol Drive & Dover Road

Gallery: +27 11 463 7869

(entrance off Hobart Road), Bryanston

graham@grahamsgallery.co.za
www.grahamsgallery.co.za

Monday to Friday: 10:00 - 18:00
Saturday: 09:00 - 17:00
Sundays and evenings by appointment
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Fine Art Print Takes Centre Stage
“We want the entire South African print community to embrace FAP as their show,
and demonstrate that print is not an art side show”.
– FAP co-founder Sharon Sampson

By Jeremy Sampson
Visiting the 31st London Original Print Fair (LOPF) in
May last year, was truly inspirational. With prints from
several centuries ago, the prints of many of the most
famous artists through the years and then the flood
of contemporary prints from over twenty countries.
All expectations were exceeded.
At the end of October in 2015 we held the
inaugural South African Fine Art Print Fair (FAP) in
Johannesburg – the first exhibition of this nature
dedicated purely to original fine art prints. We were
building on six years of an annual exhibition, a
collaboration between The Sharon Sampson Studio
and Artist’s Proof Studio. FAP as it has become known
showcased nearly two hundred original prints, the
work of four studios and one gallery – all dedicated
to print. FAP created a platform for the public to view
and invest in a large range of prints comprising many
techniques.
FAP 2015 was extremely well attended and a huge
success. Some have asked why we didn’t repeat in
2016, but to be honest, we were still recovering
from the effort and trying to digest and harmonise
the various suggestions we had received. Not having
16

sponsorship to underwrite the costs, and operating
as a ‘non-profit’ provides many challenges.
So we are delighted to announce that FAP 2017
will be happening at the end of October. Again we
have the support of Business Arts South Africa
(BASA) and The Gordon Institute of Business Science
(GIBS) of the University of Pretoria, without which it
would not be possible. The format will change so it
runs more like a real fair, for just three days 27 – 29
October. There will also be a range of stands (three
different sizes). We hope that we can count on the
support of the print studios, galleries, institutions,
auction rooms etc from around the country that make
up the print community, to make this an even bigger
and better celebration of print.
In addition the core team will be joined by the
highly regarded, independent art professional, Many
Conidaris, who will act as adviser and curator of the
fair. We want to showcase the best of print and her
involvement will be invaluable. Mandy’s specific field
of interest lies in South African printmaking. In 2015
she both organised and curated an exhibition of
around 100 South African prints for the international
Grenchen Print Triennale in Switzerland. Post-

Triennale, this exhibition was on show at the Warren
Editions Project Space in Cape Town for three
months.
“We want the entire South African print community
to embrace FAP as their show, and demonstrate that
print is not an art side show”. – FAP co-founder
Sharon Sampson
FAP 2017 will be raising the bar again. Apart
from prints by contemporary masters and emerging
printmakers, there will be displays of works by some
iconic artists; including works originated by the late
Vuminkosi Zulu and printed at the Caversham Press.
In addition there will be a programme of speakers and
all stands will be encouraged to have representatives
in attendance to talk print.
So to all creators of fine art original prints, join us in
celebrating the world of print in South Africa.
For an Exhibitor Application Form visit
http://www.safineartprintfair.com/
Image: Bevan de Wet, Mandy Conidaris, Sharon Sampson in
front of a linocut by Bevan de Wet, Homo Oscillum Cutaneous
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SOUTH AFRICAN
FINE ART
PRINT
FAIR
Returns to GIBS

'ŽƌĚŽŶ/ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞŽĨƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ
ϮϲDĞůǀŝůůĞZŽĂĚ͕/ůůŽǀŽ͕:ŽŚĂŶŶĞƐďƵƌŐ

27 – 29 OCTOBER 2017

To exhibit contact:
ǁǁǁ͘ƐĂĮŶĞĂƌƚƉƌŝŶƞĂŝƌ͘ĐŽŵ

>ŝŶŽĐƵƚďǇĞǀĂŶĚĞtĞƚ͕͞,ŽŵŽKƐĐŝůůƵŵƵƚĂŶĞŽƵƐ͕͟ϭϵϳĐŵǆϵϳĐŵ

Powerful Photographic Exhibition
to Launch at Constitution Hill

18

‘The Old Fort Prison is a powerful place of history
– storied with a complex painful narrative of South
Africa’s brutal past. Strydom’s work, captured using
the high res technology of a Hasselblad camera,
captures the essence of the prison, portraying the
shadows and recording the silent cries that once
roared through the thick walls of incarceration. It’s
a spirit-evoking body of photographs, accentuating
the history of the prison’, Gaisang Sathekge.
‘Hidden Shadows and Silent Voices of Prison
Number 4’ will help to give a voice to those
shadows who have remained silent for so long.
For this reason, I have agreed to donate several
of the works to the Constitution Hill permanent
collection’, Clint Strydom.
The artist and curator, however recognised
that this precinct is now the home to the South
African Constitutional Court, a symbol of light and
inspiration to all as the protector of the South
African Constitution, one of the most progressive
constitutions in existence today.
Strydom and Sathekge have taken the decision
to present the artworks on Diasec in large scales.
This form of framing is extremely modern,
contrasting with the roughness of the cell walls
on which they will be presented. Hasselblad

South Africa has kindly sponsored the use of their
wonderful photographic equipment and Orms has
kindly discounted the price of printing and framing.
Clint has built a strong reputation and following
for the unique way in which he captures and
represents his environment through the lens of
his camera. This talent has seen him working with
Aston Martin global to capture the essence of this
iconic brand in a series of modern photographs
for global release, FIFA, the Mexican International
Football Hall of Fame, Chivas Regal, Mbongeni
Ngema for Sarafina and Asinamali the movie that
is due for release later this year and numerous
others. Clint is also one of the directors of The
Melrose Gallery, making this one of the few artist
owned galleries in South Africa.
The exhibition launches at Constitution Hill on
Thursday 18 May and will run until 27 August
and it’s one that you should not miss. For more
information contact craig@themelrosegallery.com
http://www.themelrosegallery.com/
http://www.clintstrydom.com/
https://www.constitutionhill.org.za/
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Motivation: Prisoners were sometimes kept in solitary confinement for over a year.

Clint Strydom, in collaboration with Constitution
Hill, and co-curator Gaisang Sathekge, will release
a powerful new body of contemporary photographs
on the Number 4 Prison Section in May 2017.
This exhibition titled ‘Hidden Shadows and
Silent Voices of Prison Number 4’ will narrate
the fascinating story of this nefarious prison. The
Number 4 Prison Section was restricted to male
prisoners and was home to Nelson Mandela,
Mahatma Gandhi, Robert Sobukwe, Oliver
Tambo and thousands of other people who were
incarcerated here.
This infamous section is notorious for some of
the worst atrocities that happened within the Old
Fort Prison. Few know about the long tunnels and
tiny cells that lie beneath the streets of the City
of Johannesburg, the punishment racks, the naked
prisoners, the food deprivation, the dirt and the
cold.
The exhibition speaks to the fact that the
cells are now empty, the doors lie open and the
prisoners free. But the silent voices hidden in the
shadows remain as custodians of the memories
ensuring that we never forget and never go back.
As one walks through the empty cells, the haunting
presence hovers in the thick musty air.

Image: Clint Strydom, Confined in Solitude

“Strydom’s work, captured using the high res technology
of a Hasselblad camera, captures the essence of the prison,
portraying the shadows and recording the silent cries that
once roared through the thick walls of incarceration.”
– Gaisang Sathekge

Jimmy Law
Solo exhibition

Revelations
Walker Bay Modern Art Gallery, 167 Main Road Hermanus
29 April- 20 May 2017

Suffer the Little Me

The Sky’s Embrace

+27 (28) 312 2928 | info@walkerbayartgallery.co.za | www.walkerbayartgallery.co.za

Aneesa Loonat - 2016 finalist, discovered by Sasol New Signatures

Sasol New Signatures Art Competition 2017

Be Discovered
As the longest running competition of its kind in
South Africa, Sasol New Signatures has played a
pivotal role in unearthing local artists and promoting
them to the art-loving public.
“As a collector and corporate supporter of
the arts, Sasol understands the importance of
discovering new talent and providing a platform to
showcase it. For us, this is one of the many ways we
contribute to meaningfully celebrating South Africa’s
heritage and capturing its essence for the benefit of
current and future generations,” said Elton Fortuin,
Vice President: Group Communication and Brand
Management at Sasol.
Held annually in partnership with the Association
of Arts Pretoria, the competition is open to all South
African artists who are 18 years and older, who have
not yet held a solo exhibition. Artists can submit their
artworks in any medium (eg. painting, photography,
performance art, video, or installation).
Information Sessions will educate emerging artists
on how they can produce and submit winning work,
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thereby contributing to improving the quality of
entries every year.
Furthermore, National Feedback Sessions will give
artists who have submitted their works opportunity
to find out from the judges why certain entries were
accepted and others not. The intention is to assist
aspiring artists; to grow and guide them.
Contemporary, innovative and emerging artists
wanting to “be discovered” are invited to submit
their artworks at one of several collection points
around the country between 10:00 and 16:00 on
29 and 30 June 2017.
Works will be judged based on the concept, use of
material, and quality of craftsmanship. The judges for
2017 are Dr Pieter Binsbergen (Chairman), Nelmarie
du Preez (Overall winner 2015), Prof Raimi Gbadamosi
(University of Pretoria), Cecile Loedolff (Sasol), Mary
Sibande (Artist) and Gabriel Clark-Brown (Publisher
and founder of South African Art Times).

The winner of the Sasol New Signatures Art
Competition will be announced on 30th August 2017
at a gala event, after which the winning works will
be displayed at the prestigious Pretoria Art Museum
from 31 August - 8 October 2017. The winner will
receive R100 000 and a solo exhibition at next year’s
exhibition, with the runner up winning R25 000 and
the five merit award winners receiving R10 000 each.
2016 winner, Zyma Amien, will hold her first solo
exhibition within the official exhibition later this year.
“Artists who are working in a contemporary realm
with current, cutting-edge issues must consider
entering this competition. The artwork is judged
and not the colour, age or gender of the artist. The
artwork should reflect the heartbeat of society. Due
to the magnitude and the publicity that the Sasol
competition generates; winning grants the artist the
opportunity to highlight pertinent issues in public,”
says Amien.
For more info on the competition, visit
www.sasolnewsignatures.co.za
SA ART TIMES | MAY 2017

We’re searching for South
Africa’s best artistic talent.
Enter now.
www.sasolnewsignatures.co.za
#SasolNewSignatures

est. in 1947

SA Taxi Foundation Art Award 2017

Banele Khoza Wins First Prize
The SA Taxi Foundation Art Award announced its
winner and top five category finalists at the launch
of the Award exhibition, on 5 April 2017 at Lizamore
& Associates Gallery, Johannesburg. Each of these
artists won a cash prize along with the opportunity to
have their work showcased on taxis driving national
routes for a period of six months.
The overall winner, Banele Khoza, was selected
not just because of the excellence of his work and his
design, but because of his ability to carry his concept
fluidly through both platforms. The five category
finalists, Jabo Nkomo, Duma Mtimkulu, Mashudu
Nevhutalu, Lebohang Kganye and Mpho Mokgadi
were chosen on the same grounds, but according to
the following categories:
• Two dimensional artworks – won by Mashudu
Nevhutalu (This includes drawing, painting,
collage, photography any work whose final
presentation is in a 2D format.)
• Three dimensional works – won by Duma Mtimkulu
(This includes work whose final presentation is in
3D format such as sculpture and installation. This
could include a virtual 3D manifestation – i.e.
sculpture, virtual reality, animation.)
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• Multiples won by Lebohang Kganye (This
includes works whose production is editionedtraditional printmaking, photography, editioned
sculpture etc.)
• Mixed Media won by Jabo Nkomo (This includes
works of any manifestation that include mixed
media in its final presentation such as collage,
found object works and works made up of
several media and materials.)
• Digital/Multimedia won by Mpho Mokgadi (This
includes works whose final manifestation is
digital in nature. This could include digital in
process or digital in the final presentation.)
Artists were selected through a two-phase blind
judging process, from more than 160 entries.
The first phase, to identify the top fifty entries was
headed by Director of VANSA (Visual Art Network
of South Africa), Molemo Moiloa. Thereafter, judges
Maria McCloy, Rolihlahla Mhlanga and Gordon Froud
selected the top thirty works, the five category
finalists and overall Award winner. The judges
focused on the combination of their artwork, decal
design and conceptual narrative.

“The thematic considerations showed the
diversity of our country, with close to home
topics like water shortages and other social and
even political statements on the one hand and
then to the fun, funky, youthful exuberance that
spills out of the urban taxi environment,” said
Froud.
This innovative award merges visual art, design,
and taxis. It asks entrants to create an artwork in
conversation with a brief, and then interpret this into
a design for a decal that would wrap a minibus taxi.
“This helps to promote local art value chains,” says
the SA Taxi Foundation Director, Lishani Letchmiah.
“And because most minibus taxi commuters are
posting pictures and comments about the vibrant
works of art on the selected minibus taxis, the impact
of the art reaches steadily deeper into society.”

Images: Details from Banele Khoza’s winning artwork
(triptych) and taxi decal design
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Banele Khoza
Born in Swaziland in 1994, Banele Khoza moved
to Johannesburg in 2008 to complete high school.
He went on to complete a B Tech in Fine Art at the
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) in 2012.
Khoza has been exhibiting since 2011 in group
exhibitions in Pretoria, Johannesburg and Cape Town;
has been showcased at the Turbine Art Fair and Cape
Town Art Fair; and recently on the AKAA international
art fair in Paris. He has also been a finalist on the
Barclays L’Átelier and SA Taxi Foundation Art Award
(2015 and 2016). He currently works from his studio
in Pretoria and is the Drawing and Fine Art Lecturer
at Tshwane University of Technology.
Through his winning work, Banele Khoza
comments on the complexities of so-called ‘African
identity’:

“Being called African or
identifying as African is a
problematic identity, as Africans
don’t share the same reality –
there’s a vast difference between
the countries within Africa.
The internet has blanketed the
world and offers one a global
perspective. So, identifying as
anything has become a choice”
– Banele Khoza

Image, top:
SA Taxi Foundation Art Awards Finalists and Winner
(Left to right): Jabo Nkomo (Finalist – Mixed Media),
Duma Mtimkulu (Finalist – 3D Work), Mashudu
Nevhutalu (Finalist – 2D Work), Lebohang Kganye
(Finalist – Multiples), Banele Khoza (Overall Winner),
Mpho Mokgadi (Finalist – Digital/Multimedia)
Image, above: Mashudu Nevhutalu, Person of Colour,
2017, Oil on Canvas, 50.5 x 40.5 cm
Image, right top: Jabu Nkomo, Overload: Let’s Go,
2017, Acrylic, watercolour and charcoal on paper, 60
x 84 cm
Image, right bottom: Duma Mtimkulu, Young Man,
2017, Eathernware Clay, 32 x 32 x 32 cm
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Thembalethu Manqunyana, Herman van Nazareth, Cecile Blevi,
Ayanda Mji and Theo Paul Vorster at MOK gallery. Photo: Basil Brady

MOK GALLERY at Muratie Wine Estate
recipe book Camdeboo Venison, has also prepared
some of the meals.
MOK gallery is dedicated to present the visual
product of interesting and tumulus times in South
African art history to art lovers from all over the
globe. Thembalethu Manqunyana, Theo Paul Vorster,
Rentia Retief, Johan Coetzee, Willie Bester, Ayanda
Mji and Lisa Walker are very popular with overseas art
investors. Artworks exhibited at the gallery have found
homes in Germany, Belgium, America, Scandinavia,
Britain, The Netherlands and other places abroad.
MOK gallery is also very proud to have a collection
of the work of Herman van Nazareth on permanent
display in the cellar of Muratie Estate. Exhibitions

planned for 2017 includes Cathy Layzell, Clare Menck
and Ruan Huisamen among others. Ingrid Bolton,
Katie du Toit, Noeleen Kleve, and JP Meyer will have
a performance component, a so-called ‘open table’,
and a visual body of artworks at their group exhibition.
This will be in preparation for their participation on
the Venice Biennale’s Red Data Pavilion 2017 which
questions the power of art to bringing about social and
environmental changes.
Follow MOK gallery on Facebook and Instagram and
visit their website for more information on workshops
and exhibitions. http://mokgallery.com/
Cecile Blevi: +27(0)725535547
cecile@mokgallery.com

WINTER WORKSHOPS
OIL with Estelle Marais
DRAWING with Diane Victor
LINOCUT with Theo Paul Vorster
WATERCOLOUR with Johan Coetzee
QUILTING with Doortjie Gersbach
PHOTOGRAPHY with Ken Gerhardt
PASTEL with Coral Fourie

5-9 June 2017
26-30 June & 3-7 July 2017*
24-28 July 2017
14-18 July 2017
18-22, 25-26 September 2017
23-27 October 2017
6-10 November 2017

Courses at MOK gallery Muratie Wine Estate Stellenbosch excluding meals and accommodation
*At Cape Saint Martin Saint Helena Bay, meals and accommodation are included.

Image: Thami Mnyele, The best of our kind, 1974
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Diane Victor presenting a course in
association with MOK gallery

MOK gallery, ‘modern kontemporêr’, is situated at the
slopes of the Simonsberg Mountains on the wine farm
Muratie. Gallery owner Cecile Blevi recently opened its
doors in a cottage that dates back to 1685. This was
the original home of the redeemed slave Ansella van de
Caab, and her husband Lourens Campher, first owner
of Muratie. During the winter months MOK gallery will
run art, photography and quilting workshops at Muratie
and at a luxury beachfront house on the West Coast,
called ‘Lekker Lekker’. This is the house of recipe book
Smeul’s co-author Marietjie Koekemoer Swanepoel.
Trained as a physiotherapist, Cecile decided to
follow her passion in art, studied Art and Business
through Sotheby’s International in London and then
went on to obtain a degree in Art History from UNISA.
Cecile started art workshops with a team of leading SA
artists on the Jooste family’s Karoo farm from 2012
to 2015.
With names like Diane Victor, Theo Paul Vorster,
Clare Menck, Strijdom van der Merwe, Cathy Layzell,
Johan Coetzee and others, these courses did not
take long to become well-respected and well-loved.
These workshops were very popular partly due to the
creative and delicious meals prepared by Marietjie
Koekemoer Swanepoel. She created a pink beetroot
soup especially for the Diane Victor course. Annatjie
Reynolds, famous for her venison and co-writer of the
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Annelie Venter, Nicolene se popklere kas (work in progress), oil on canvas 30x40cm.
Final artwork on Rust-en-Vrede Gallery’s NOT A PORTRAIT exhibition.

Get out of the house
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Ongoing Shows in May

Standard Bank Art Gallery (JHB)
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The White River Gallery (White River)

WHATIFTHEWORLD (CT)

Codex Magdalene+
www.whiterivergallery.co.za
until 03/05/2017

Bend to Her Will / Sanell Aggenbach
www.whatiftheworld.com
until 06/05/2017

New Acquisitions:
Standard Bank Corporate Collection
http://sponsorships.standardbank.com/
groupsponsorship/Arts-&-culture/StandardBank-Gallery
until 04/12/2017

North-West University Gallery

Johannesburg Art Gallery (JHB)

Cavalli Gallery (Stellenbosch)

Everard Read/CIRCA (CT)

Seeing ourselves//themselves
www.nwu.ac.za/nwugallery

The Evidence of Things Not Seen
www.facebook.com/FriendsofJAG
until May 2017

Visceral
www.cavalliestate.com
until 07/05/2017

Colbert Mashile - Truth or Dare
www.everard-read-capetown.co.za
until 07/05/2017

The Melrose Gallery (JHB)

Barnard Gallery (CT)

Salon91 Contemporary Art Collection
(CT)

Oliewenhuis Art Museum
(Bloemfontein)

Christiaan Diedericks Solo
www.themelrosegallery.com
until 08/05/2017

Alexia Vogel: Along the Way
www.barnardgallery.com
until 09/05/2017

Mirage
www.salon91.co.za
until 13/05/2017

Karoo Disclosure
www.facebook.com/OliewenhuisArtMuseum
until 14/05/2017

Abalone Gallery (Hermanus)

Goodman Gallery (JHB)

SMAC Art Gallery (CT)

AVA Gallery (CT)

Perspectives
www.abalonegallery.co.za
until 15/05/2017

Exotic Trade
www.goodman-gallery.com
until 17/05/2017

Disclosure - Group Exhibition
www.smacgallery.com
until 18/05/2017

4 New Exhibitions
www.ava.co.za
until 20/05/2017

Rust-en-Vrede Clay Museum (CT)
Autumn Gold Group Exhibition
www.rust-en-vrede.com
until 07/06/2017
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Absolut Art Gallery (Stellenbosch)

Goodman Gallery (CT)

SMAC Art Gallery (Stellenbosch)

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art
Museum

Assemblance - A Modern Journey
www.absolutart.co.za
until 20/05/2017

Jessica Webster
www.goodman-gallery.com
until 24/05/2017

X: Part 1 - Group Exhibition
www.smacgallery.com
until 25/05/2017

Remembering the SS Mendi,
www.artmuseum.co.za
until 26/05/2017

Eclectica Contemporary (CT)

Gallery MOMO (JHB)

Gallery MOMO (CT)

Paradise Regained,
www.eclecticacontemporary.co.za
until 26/05/2017

Exceeding Return
www.gallerymomo.com
until 27/05/2017

Skin of the Thug
www.gallerymomo.com
until 27/05/2017

Rossouw Modern SPACE (CT)

Rossouw Modern (CT)

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art
Museum (PE)

The Boutique Gallery (Franschhoek)

Group Show
www.rossouwmodern.com
until 30/05/2017

Autumn Group Show
www.rossouwmodern.com
until 30/05/2017

The Power of Drawing
www.artmuseum.co.za
until 30/06/2017

Mooi
www.facebook.com/pg/theboutiquegallery
until 31/12/2017

Red Room (CT)

Artvark Gallery (CT)

Walker Bay Gallery (Hermanus)

William Humphreys Art Gallery
(Kimberley)

Solo exhibition by Themba Khumalo
www.redroom.gallery
until 31 May 2017

Hennie Niemann Snr artworks
www.artvark.org
until 31/05/2017

Revelations by Jimmy Law
www.walkerbayartgallery.co.za
until 20/05/2017

Contested Spaces
www.whag.co.za
until 31/01/2018
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May Opening Shows
MONDAY, 01 MAY

Jonel Scholtz Gallery

Makiwa Gallery – Dainfern (JHB)

SA Artists in Mielieland
www.jonelscholtz.co.za/Home
until 31 May

Awesome Autumn
www.makiwagalleries.com

Makiwa Gallery – Brooklyn (PTA)

Makiwa Gallery – Umhlanga (KZN)

Fine Art &Sculpture for discerning collectors,
exhibiting renowned artists: Makiwa, Borowski,
Ewaldi, Munro, Llewellyn & Strydom
www.makiwagalleries.com
until 31/05/2017

For discerning art collectors of Fine Art &
Sculpture-Renowned artists Celebrating May
www.makiwagalleries.com
until 31/05/2017

TUESDAY, 02 MAY

THURSDAY, 04 MAY

KZNSA Gallery (Natal)

99 Loop (CT)

Marlene de Beer – Genealogy
www.kznsagallery.co.za
until 21/05/2017

Displacement
www.99loop.co.za
until 27/05/2017

MONDAY, 01 MAY

Makiwa Gallery 1 - Place Vendome
(Franschhoek)

Makiwa Gallery 2 - Pick ‘n Pay Daily
(Franschhoek)

Fine Art & Sculpture for discerning collectors,
exhibiting renowned artists: Makiwa, Anthony
Gadd, Anton Gericke
www.makiwagalleries.com
until 31/05/2017

Fine Art & Sculpture for discerning collectors,
exhibiting renowned artists: Makiwa, Anthony
Gadd, Anton Gericke
www.makiwagalleries.com
until 31/05/2017

THURSDAY, 04 MAY

Eclectica Design & Art (CT)

Lizamore & Associates Gallery (JHB)

Lizamore & Associates Gallery (JHB)

The Cape Gallery (CT)

Symbiosis
www.eclecticadesignandart.co.za
until 15/08/2017

In Situ by MJ Lourens
www.lizamore.co.za
until 27/05/2017

Muta by Jan Tshukhithula
www.lizamore.co.za
until 27/05/2017

Exhibition of paintings by Lambert Kriedemann
www.capegallery.co.za
until 27/05/2017

THURSDAY, 04 MAY

FRIDAY, 05 MAY

Association of Arts Pretoria (PTA)
Everard Read
A solo exhibition by Wayne Barker
www.everard-read.co.za
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Echoes – an exhibition of ink on clay-board
by Stephi Joubert
www.artsassociationpta.co.za
until 24/05/2017

UCT Irma Stern Museum (CT)

Association of Arts Pretoria (PTA)

Etched in Time by Scarab Jewellery Studio
www.scarabjewellery.co.za
until 06/05/2017

Ilona Petzer
www.artsassociationpta.co.za until
17/05/2017
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SATURDAY, 06 MAY

SUNDAY, 07 MAY

Alice Art Gallery (JHB)

Gallery 2 (JHB)

Candice Berman Fine Art Gallery (JHB)

Johannesburg Art Gallery (JHB)

Art in the Garden & Petro Neal
www.aliceart.co.za
until 07/05/2017

Earth Fabric – A group show
www.gallery2.co.za
until 27/05/2017

Fulcrum Suzanne Shaw Creative Award 2017
www.candicebermangallery.com
until 12/06/2017

Ângela Ferreira Solo Exhibiti on
www.facebook.com/FriendsofJAG
until 30/07/2017

TUESDAY, 09 MAY

Rust-en-Vrede Gallery (CT)
Hennie Meyer Solo Exhibition – After the Party
www.rust-en-vrede.com
until 07/06/2017

Rust-en-Vrede Gallery (CT)

Rust-en-Vrede Gallery (CT)

Art @ Durbanville Hills (CT)

Marieke Prinsloo – Solo Exhibition of
Sculptures
www.rust-en-vrede.com
until 07/06/2017

Strijdom van der Merwe - Solo Exhibition Between the Lines
www.rust-en-vrede.com
until 07/06/2017

More or Less – Solo exhibition of Mark
Chapman
www.art-at-durbanvillehills.com
until mid July

WEDNESDAY, 10 MAY

FRIDAY, 12 MAY

SATURDAY, 13 MAY

Ann Bryant Art Gallery (East London):
Pretoria Art Museum (PTA)
Titus Matiyane
www.pretoriaartmuseum.co.za
until 18/06/2017

Umtiza Art Festival, brand new event
celebrating both local and International artists
www.annbryant.co.za
until 14/05/2017

SATURDAY, 13 MAY

WEDNESDAY, 17 MAY

Kalk Bay Modern (CT)

Salon91 Contemporary Art Collection
(CT)

Art on Paper VIII
www.kalkbaymodern.co.za
ends 03/06/2017

Fathoms
www.salon91.co.za
until 17/06/2017

Association of Arts Pretoria (PTA)

UCT Irma Stern Museum (CT)

Maureen Quin
www.artsassociationpta.co.za
until 26/05/2017

Wild Flowers and Pollinators
www.makiwagalleries.com
until 31/05/2017

THURSDAY, 18 MAY

Oliewenhuis Art Museum
(Bloemfontein)
Between Darkness and Light:
A Mid-Career Retrospective of the
Photography of Jodi Bieber
www.nasmus.co.za
until 09/07/2017

Stevenson (JHB)
Jo Ractliffe - Everything is Everything
www.stevenson.info
until 30/06/2017
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THURSDAY, 18 MAY

SATURDAY, 20 MAY

The Gallery at Grande Provence (CT)

Alice Art Gallery (JHB)

EBONY/Curated - Huguenot Square
(Franschhoek)

The Art of the Print
www.grandeprovence.co.za

Monique van Wyk
www.aliceart.co.za
until 21/05/2017

Andrew Barlow Exhibition
www.ebonycurated.com
until 17/06/2017

UJ Art Gallery (JHB)
The PPC Imaginarium Awards' Winners
Announcement
www.uj.ac.za/faculties/fada/UJ-Arts-andCulture/UJ-Art-Gallery

SATURDAY, 20 MAY

IS Art (Franschhoek)
An exhibition of the The Intsikizi Tapestries – a
series from The Keiskamma Art Project
www.facebook.com/Is-ArtFranschhoek-147031572033399/
until 18/06/2017

THURSDAY, 25 MAY

SUNDAY, 21 MAY

Absa Art Gallery (JHB)

Grahams Fine Art Gallery (JHB):

Kai Lossgott
www.absa.co.za/Absacoza/About-Absa/AbsaBank/Attractions/Absa-Gallery
until 15/06/2017

Seasons by Sam Shendi
www.grahamsgallery.co.za
until July 2017

Oliewenhuis Art Museum
(Bloemfontein)
Remnants: Paul Emmanuel
www.nasmus.co.za
until 09/07/2017

SATURDAY, 27 MAY

Enjoy our Fynarts Subscription Special R280
see www.arttimes.co.za for details

Alice Art Gallery (JHB)
Giorgio Trobec & Frances Wedepohl
www.aliceart.co.za
until 28/05/2017

AUCTIONS

GALLERY DISPLAY BLOCK
Contact Eugene:
Very affordable prices,
your listing will stand out
& circulate.
Call 021 424 7733
or
email sales@arttimes.co.za
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Russell Kaplan Auctioneers

Russell Kaplan Auctioneers

Ashbey’s Galleries

WEDNESDAY, 10 MAY
Auction Viewinghttp://rkauctioneers.co.za/
until 13/05/2017

SATURDAY, 13 MAY
Art, Design Auctionhttp://rkauctioneers.co.za/
until 13/05/2017

THURSDAY, 25 MAY
Art, Design Auction
http://www.ashbeysgalleries.co.za
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HIDDEN SHADOWS
AND SILENT VOICES
OF PRISON NUMBER FOUR
BY CLINT STRYDOM

Clint Strydom, in collaboration with Constitution Hill, and co-curator Gaisang
Sathekge are pleased to invite you to the release of a powerful new body of
contemporary photographs on the Number 4 Prison Section.
This exhibition titled ‘Hidden Shadows and Silent Voices of Prison Number 4’
narrates the fascinating story of this nefarious prison that was home to Nelson
Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi, Robert Sobukwe and Oliver Tambo amongst
thousands of others who were incarcerated here.

Number Four Prison Section, Constitution Hill, 11 Kotze St, Jhb
The Exhibition runs from 18 May to 27 August 2017
www.themelrosegallery.com | craig@themelrosegallery.com

In Supernova Mode...
We met with Jonel Scholtz in her studio in Lichtenburg and chat about the inﬂuences
on her work and where her motivation comes from.

H ow do we introduce you as an artist to the readers?

Every time I sit in front of my canvas I feel the need to create a painting that conveys my emotions
with the same intensity I experiences them: pure and true.

Where do you draw your inspiration
from?

in South Africa?

My imagination and brain are always in
supernova mode – being aware of everything
around me and observing every emotion
close-by. I therefore use my keen observation
to create ideas for paintings.

Alice Art Gallery in Johannesburg, started
representing me in 2003. I have also
exhibited in other galleries in Clarens, Cape
Town, Swellendam, Hartbeespoort Dam and
Dullstroom. I opened my own art gallery in my
hometown of Lichtenburg, a farming town, in
North West Province in 2012.

Do you have any formal art
qualification?

How will you describe your art?
My work is simple and emotional. Intense
emotions derived from a happening or even
a scene, will be a muse. Every time I sit in
front of my canvas I feel the need to create a
painting that conveys my emotions with the
same intensity I experiences them: pure and
true. No pretense can survive on a canvas.

No, I obtained a Baccalaureus Scientiae
degree in Chemistry and Biochemistry
from the University of Johannesburg in
South Africa, in 1994. I started painting
in 1988, while in high school, with Louise
Goudemond, an American born artist,
specializing in ﬁgurative work and oil portraits.
I has won numerous awards, of which
the “Women for Peace” and Christie’s of
London’s art contest was one of the most
notable.

My ﬁgurative works are more about
interpreting an emotion than it is to convey
an image. My nudes express the fragility of
the female form. This comes from a struggle
I have had with my body for years. As a
teenager I had anorexia and an unbalanced
image of what the world expected from me.
I still have this unhealthy relationship with
food and my body, but as I matured, I have
learned to express these feelings in my
paintings with a shift in focus to the sexuality
and beautiful form of the female body. For
me, creating a painting is like a journey after
which I always discover something about
myself. Excessive commercialization of art
makes me sad. Painting and creation should
not be something mechanical but an action
that comes from the soul.

You have enjoyed international
recognition. Tell us about it.
Internationally I have exhibited at the Agora
Gallery, New York; Art Fusion Gallery in
Miami, at the Castello Estense in Ferrara in
Italy, NY at the International Expo in 2010 and
the United Nations as part of International
Women’s Day. Selected in 2014 by
Monteoliveto Gallery as part of the search for
new talents, I was picked as one of 3 artists,
who is now represented in Monaco and
internationally, by Monteoliveto Gallery NiceNaples and in Amsterdam.

Where can we view Jonel Scholtz works
www.aliceart.co.za | 54 dryf road, ruimsig, roodepoort

At seventeen, Oil on canvas, 1520x510, R14 500

Your portfolio also consist of interior

on display at

ALICEARTGALLERY

FOR THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE IN ART

Big Boys Don’t Cry, Oil on canvas, 710x560, R8 000

SINCE 1990

The Obscurity of Loss, Oil on canvas, 500x600, R5 500

“Sometimes I think I do not understand anything.. especially art and the way the world has made it...”
paintings. Why this theme?
My interior paintings create domestic scenes in hues conveying
intensely subjective and evocative interior spaces. The frames I
include in my paintings – mostly doorways and windows – call
attention to rites of passage and socialization and the gendered
organization of space. While clearly ﬁgurative, my paintings’

expressive qualities evoke the safety and comfort of the ideal home in
our collective imagination.
Jonel’s next exhibition at Alice Art Gallery Ruimsig will be from
3 - 18 May 2017.

AliceArtGallery | 011 958 1392 | 083 377 1470 | info@aliceart.co.za
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Eastern Cape
Alexandria

East London

Port Elizabeth

Ann Bryant Gallery No 9 St Marks
Road, Southernwood, East London, www.
annbryant.co.za

Vincent Art Gallery The home of
Contemporary Fine Art and the Masters.
We also offer professional framing,
decor,
ceramics,
pewter,
semiprecious stones and silver jewellery,
www.vincentartgallery.co.za

Free State
Grahamstown

Fine Art Rhodes University School of Fine
Art, Somerset St, Grahamstown.
fineart@ru.ac.za

Bag Factory Artists’ Studios Call for
Applications - Artist Career Bootcamp,
29/05/2017 till 01/09/2017

Gallery Momo 52 Seventh Avenue,
Parktown North, Johannesburg, info@
gallerymomo.com
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Bloemfontein

Oliewenhuis Art Museum is a satellite
of the National Museum, Bloemfontein,
an agency of the Department of Arts and
Culture.

Clarens

Richard Rennie Art Gallery Home
to the most recent oil and watercolour
landscapes by renowned South African
Artist Richard Rennie, 275 Main St, Clarens,
richardrenniegallery.webs.com

Cherie de Villiers Gallery Dealers in fine
paintings and sculptures by leading South
African artists. Sandton, www.gallery.co.za

Crouse Art Gallery Beautiful gallery with a
coffee shop. JHB. A gem of a gallery with
a big variety of art in the Eden Meander
Mall, George, Florida, www.facebook.com/
crouse.art/timeline

Graham’s Fine Art Gallery Exhibits a
significant collection of important South
African and international contemporary art,
Bryanston, www.grahamsgallery.co.za

Sanlam Art Lounge Showcases works
from emerging artists, commemorates
iconic pieces from the renowned Sanlam Art
collection and on occasion, hosts exhibitions
compiled in collaboration with other
institutions, Sandton, www.sanlam.co.za

ArtEC - EPSAC Community Art
Centre artEC is a non profit organisation
and Community Art Centre, set up for the
advancement of the Visual Arts and Art
Craftsmanship. Working to uplift the arts
in the Eastern Cape, South Africa, helping
artists and encouraging a public interest in
the arts, www.facebook.com/ArtECPE

Gauteng
Johannesburg

Artist Proof Studio One of the largest and
most vibrant community and professional
printmaking facilities in Southern Africa,
accommodating up to 50 students per
year. Hosting, publishing and collaborative
projects with many artists and organisations
each year. Newtown, www.artistproofstudio.
co.za/home-3

Fifth Avenue Fine Art Auctioneers The
June
Auction,
11/06/2017,
404
Jan Smuts Avenue, Craighall Park,
www.5thaveauctions.co.za

Swelco Studio A revolving exhibition of
paintings, prints, sculpture and photography
featuring a range of artists such as Ndabuko
Ntuli, Patrick de Mervelec, Daniel Novela and
Allen Hallett, amongst others. Shop L38,
Nelson Mandela Square, Sandton, www.
stephanwelzandco.co.za
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MOK

gallery private collection

May 2017

Including works by

Maggie Laubser, Herman van Nazareth, Gregoire Boonzaaier,
Nerine Desmond, Andries Gouws, Hennie Niemann Snr,
Willie Bester, Andrew Verster, Diane Victor, Mia Chaplin,
Clare Menck and many more.
- B O S C H E N D A L -

FOUNDED IN 1685

Cecile Blevi +27725535547 cecile@mokgallery.com www.mokgallery.com
MuraƟe Wine Estate Stellenbosch
Gallery Open 10.30-17.00 Tuesday to Sunday
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Pretoria

Touch of Genius Gallery New Artists
Exhibition, 01/06/2017 till 30/06/2017,
Randburg, www.togg.co.za

Yiull Damaso Artists’ Studio &
Gallery Visit the studio located at Craighall
Park at 56 Buckingham Ave. Open to the
public Mon - Sat mid-morning till early
evening, www.yiull.com

Centurion Art Gallery The ‘Centurion
Art Gallery’ is a commercial satellite of
the Pretoria Art Museum, Lyttelton Manor,
www.tshwane.gov.za/sites/tourism/ArtsCulture-and-Heritage/Pages/Centurion-ArtGallery.aspx

Chris Tugwell Art Gallery The Chris
Tugwell Galleries, in existence for over fifty
years, showcase work from some of South
Africa’s most exciting and talented artists.
This includes paintings, ceramics, glass and
limited edition bronzes and sculptures by
well-known South African masters, Brooklyn,
Pretoria, www.christugwell.co.za

KZ Natal
Springs

Durban

Springs Art Gallery
UNISA
Art
Gallery Showcases
Contemporary
South
African
and
International Art, New Muckleneuk,
Pretoria,
www.facebook.com/
groups/222848047188

Ekurhuleni Human Rights Exhibition 2017 |
Beyond Teaching
www.artmap.co.za/568/
springs+art+gallery
until 31/05/2017

Artspace Durban Notion and Nature
by Miranda Crooks and Nicholas Crooks,
06/05/2017 till 25/05/2017, KwaZuluNatal, www.artspace-durban.com

Mpumalanga
White River

Western Cape
Cape Town

The Artists’ Press Hand printed
lithographs, Ongoing, Waterfield Farm near
White River, www.artprintsa.com

The Loop Art Foundry & Sculpture
Gallery A collaboration and network for the
avid art patron and collector as well as a
full service facility for the artist. White River,
www.tlafoundry.co.za

Artvark Gallery, Kalk Bay is classic and
contemporary with a keen eye for folk art,
specialising in paintings, drawings, prints,
ceramics, textiles, jewellery, craft and
unique custom made steel works.

Carmel Art Dealers in fine art and
distributors of Pieter van der Westhuizen
etchings. Green Point, www.carmelart.co.za
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Durban
Art
Gallery KwaZulu-Natal
Collections - an exhibition of works from the
permanent collection of the KZN Museum
Services, 30 Anton Lembede St. From
Codesa to present, www.durban.gov.za

ArtB Gallery, Bellville AGM and Members
Exhibition, ends 05/05/2017, Bellville,
www.artb.co.za

Die Kunskamer (Established in
1971) Celebrating 44 years in SA Art,
Fresnaye, Sea Point, Cape Town. www.
diekunskamer.co.za
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Heather Auer

‘African Melody’ acrylic on canvas

The Cape Gallery, 60 Church Street,
Cape Town seeks to expose fine art that
is rooted in the South African tradition,
work which carries the unique cultural
stamp of our continent.
featured artist: Lambert Kriedemann

Heather Auer Art Gallery
Quayside Centre,
c/n Wharf and St George’s St
Simon’s Town 7975
www.heatherauer.com info@heatherauer.com
+27 (0)21 7861309 0827792695 0828289203

THE CAPE
GALLERY

Open Mon - fri: 9h30 - 17h00
Sat: 10h00 - 14h00
27 21 423 5309
cgallery@mweb.co.za
www.capegallery.co.za

Level 0, Cape Quarter Square,
27 Somerset Rd, Green Point,
Cape Town, South Africa

Phone: 0214213333
Email: carmel@global.co.za
www.carmelart.co.za

Pieter van der Westhuizen | New edition of 8 landscape prints
View at www.carmelart.co.za

Eatwell Gallery, Noordhoek

DF
Contemporary Winter
03/06/2017 till 04/07/2017,
dfcontemporary.co.za

Visit the working studio of artist; Lynne-Marie
Eatwell and also see work from Eric Oswald
Eatwell.
Lynne works both in the medium of oil painting
and sculpture and welcomes guest for studio
visits.
Eatwell Gallery
www.eatwellgallery.com
Tel:0217892767

Show,
www.

Eclectica Art & Antiques Purveyors of
antiques, furniture, bespoke pieces of objet
d’arts & fineart, incl. SA Masters. Wynberg,
www.eclecticaartandantiques.co.za/

Heather Auer Art Gallery
Eclectica Print Gallery An eclectic
collection of Fine Art Prints and artworks
on paper by South African Masters and
contemporaries and select international
artists, 68 Burg Str Cape Town, www.
eclecticaprintgallery.co.za

In-Fin-Art-Picture Framers & Art
Gallery Expert advice | Extensive range
of moulding profiles | Custom made handfinished frames | Conservation framing
with museum glass | Original art by local
contemporary artists, Cape Town

Gallery F Specializing in Black and White
photography, Cape Town, www.galleryf.co.za

Iziko SA National Gallery Our Lady,
11/11/2016 till June 2017, Cape Town
Central, www.iziko.org.za

G2 Art Offering a diverse range of
sculpture, contemporary painting and mixed
media by South African artists, Cape Town,
www.g2art.co.za/contact-us/a

Irma
Stern
Museum Our
Lady,
11/11/2016 till June 2017, Cape Town
Central, www.iziko.org.za

Quayside Centre c/n Wharf & St George's St
Simon's Town 7975
+27 (0)21 7861309
0827792695 0828289206
info@heatherauer.com
www.heatherauer.com

Jan Royce Gallery The Jan Royce Gallery
exhibits contemporary art from around
the world, presenting a fascinating, broad
selection of artists and works, Gardens,
www.janroycegallery.com

Lindy van Niekerk Art Gallery
Kalk Bay Modern contemporary art gallery
and craft shop is focused on showcasing an
eclectic selection of emerging young talents
on the South African art scene.
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Kalk Bay Sculpture Studio Sculpture
Studio and Gallery, Ongoing, Kalk Bay

Dealers in Contemporary South African Fine
Art (& the Old Masters) and picture framing.
144 Kendal Rd, Eversdal, Durbanville, 7550
lindy@artpro.co.za www.artpro.co.za

Leonardo da Vinci Gallery Réflexion
- Solo Exhibiition by Catherine Timotei,
Ongoing, Roche Bobois, 10 Kloof Street,
www.davincigallery.co.za
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A Modern Journey

Featuring artists such as:
Norman Catherine, Joan
Miro, Alexander Calder,
Schalk van der Merwe,
Ernst de Jongh, Bastiaan
van Stenis and
many more

/

21 April - 20 May

E Info@absolutart.co.za
W www.absolutart.co.za
T 021 882 9296

Artwork by: Norman Catherine

Michaelis Galleries The galleries are a
unique opportunity for staff and students
of the university to exhibit their artworks or
curated exhibitions in a non-commercial,
experimental space. 11am to 4pm, Tuesday
- Friday, www.michaelis.uct.ac.za/galleries

Great contemporary art & vibey art Café.
Steenberg Village, Reddam Avenue, Tokai
www.redthegallery.co.za, red@redthegallery.co.za
Gallery: 021 7010886, Café: 021 7024466

Rust-en-Vrede Gallery Durbanville, T. 021
9764691, rustenvrede@telkomsa.net, www.
rust-en-vrede.com

S Art Thonton Kabeya - Eria Sane - Henry
Mzili - Robert Slingsby - Khehla Chepape
Makgato - Stanislaw Trzebinski - Adriaan
Diedericks - Janko De Beer - Sara Gaqa Nasser N.Zadeh and more, Ongoing, Hout
Bay, www.facebook.com/gallery.s.art

South African Jewish Museum Monday to
Thursday 10am - 5pm; Friday 10am - 2pm;
Closed on Saturday; Sunday 10am - 5pm,
Gardens, www.sajewishmuseum.org.za/

South African Society of Artists SASA
was founded to cater specifically to the
practicing artist. We hold four exhibitions
annually. Cape Town Central, www.sasaartists.co.za

Smith
Gallery Out
of
Nowhere,
31/04/2017 till 17/05/2017, City Bowl,
www.smithstudio.co.za

Daylightîby Hugo Maritz

Red! The Gallery

Sanlam Art Gallery Permanent collection
of South African art and a large exhibition
space. www.sanlam.co.za

StateoftheART Gallery Central City, T. 021
8014710, info@stateoftheart-gallery.com,
www.stateoftheart-gallery.com

South African Print Gallery Woodstock:
Dealers In Fine Art Investment Prints
The Framing Place Conservation framing,
framing of art, Block mounting and Block
frames. Observatory, www.framingplace.co.za
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www.printgallery.co.za
Artist: Anton Kannemeyer
Title: Anna's Room
Medium: Etching
Price: R 14 000

The Cape Gallery Cape Town, T. 021
4235309, web@capegallery.co.za, www.
capegallery.co.za
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Framing Place
46 Lower Main Road, Observatory, 7925
Tel: 021 447 3988
info@framingplace.co.za
www.framingplace.co.za

With unwavering commitment to quality and timeous delivery,
our Key Services include:
•

Custom colour wood frames

•

Conservation Framing

•

Framing of art, objects, mirrors & prints

•

Stretcher frames
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FIRST THURSDAYS / KIRSTEN BEETS EXHIBITION
OPENING AT SALON NINETY ONE
Photos: Basil Brady

1
2
3
4

Rebecca Wengrowe at 99 Loop Gallery
Elize Vossgatter at SMITH Studio
Trevor Gareth Llewellyn at Salon91 Contemporary Art Collection
Monique Du Preez, Kirsten Beets & friends at Salon91
Contemporary Art Collection

14

15

NKHOSINATHI THOMAS NGULUBE EXHIBITION
OPENING AT CANDICE BERMAN FINE ART
GALLERY
Photos: Jacques Schutte

5
6
7
8

Candice Berman, Per Ostberg, Ken Berman, Cherry Leong
Gavin & Tessa Edwards, with Candice Berman
Penny & Vincenzo Nicolosi
Tracey Gouws, Candice Berman, Nkhosinathi Thomas
Ngulube, Claudia Panzeri, & Tony Masarira

OPENING OF HENNIE NIEMANN SNR EXHIBITION
AT ARTVARK GALLERY
9 Hennie Niemann Snr & opening speaker Eunice Visser
10 Special guest film producer Koos Roets, & artist/gallery owner
Theresa Jo Wessels
11 Therese Rink & Hennie Niemann Snr

UNISA ART GALLERY, MASTERS EXHIBITION
OPENING
12 Exhibiting artists Lucelle Pillay, Manu Manjesh & Adelle van Zyl
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OPENING OF EKURHULENI HUMAN RIGHTS
EXHIBITION 2017 AT SPRINGS ART GALLERY

PAUL WEINBERG EXHIBITION OPENING & BOOK
LAUNCH AT WITS ORIGINS CENTRE

LUAN NEL & LIZA GROBLER EXHIBITION
OPENINGS AT EVERARD READ/CIRCA CAPE TOWN

13 Brenda Sisane Brenda (MC & Kaya FM presenter), with Khehla
Chepape Makgato (guest speaker, artist, writer)

Photos: Jacob Mawela

Photos: Basil Brady

17
18
19
20
21

26
27
28
29
30

LAUNCH OF THE RHINOS ARE COMING AT GREEN
MARKET SQUARE
Photos: Basil Brady

14 Danielle Jordaan, Helene De Villiers, Frank Coffie & Eunice
Geustyn
15 Janice Ashby & Beezy Bailey
16 Jan Menzel & Lionel Smit

CEO of WITS Origins Centre Steven Sack
Steven Collins, Ita Collins, & Ardrea Girling
Lali Tshikalange, Gilia, Ushim, & Daniel Hutchinson
David Goldblatt & Paul Weinberg
Thikhwebe Gakemotho Satau Bugakhwe opened the exhibition

THE CAPE GALLERY VIRGINIA OOSTHUIZEN
Photos: Michaela Irving

22
23
24
25

Francisca Louw
Melissa Stander & Charlotte Heijinis
Aviva Sulcas, Virginia Ooosthuizen & Philip de Nos
Dr Francois Bonnici and Dr Areti Philotheou

Charles Shields & Liza Grobler
Jeanne Botes, Conrad Botes, Luan Nel & Matthew Hindley
James Nilsen-Misra
Beezy Bailey with Brett Murray
Responsive Musical Performance by João Renato Orecchia
Zúñiga

Franschhoek

Wall Art Gallery Wall presents a collection
of works where the formal affinities between
the painted and incised wood panels of
Cecil Skotnes and Lucky Sibiya; drawings of
Sydney Kumalo and Ezrom Leagae and the
bronzes of Zoltan Borbereki, Edoardo Villa
and Sydney Kumalo are clearly discernible,
V&A Waterfront, www.wallsaart.co.za

Art in the Yard 38 Huguenot Road,
Franschhoek,
art@artintheyard.co.za,
www.artintheyard.co.za

Atelier at 1 unie Johannes du Plessis,
Ongoing by appointment, Franschhoek,
www.johannesduplessis.co.za

EBONY/Curated
(Bordeaux
House) Opening Exhibition; including
artworks by Erik Laubscher, Cecil Skotnes,
Wole Lagunju and Mohau Modisakeng
among others, Franschhoek, www.
ebonycurated.com

The La Motte Museum
Offers a culture-historical experience
featuring the estate’s history and architecture.
Exhibition: A tribute to the life and work of
Jacob Hendrik Pierneef. 14 Dec 2016 3 Jan 2018. Showcasing over 100 artworks
by JH Pierneef from the La Motte Museum
and various other private and public
collections. Hrs: Tues - Sun: 9h00-17h00.
Exhibition catalogue & guided tours available.
T 021 876 8850, www.la-motte.com
E museum@la-motte.co.za

Great Brak River

Art@39Long In The Time Of Heat, April June 2017, Great Brak River, www.39long.
gallery

Knysna

Knysna Fine Art www.finearts.co.za

Gordon’s Bay

Courtesy Gavin Furlonger

George

IS Art 11 Huguenot Str, Franschhoek,
T. 021 876 2071, gallery@isart.co.za,
www.facebook.com/ Is-Art-Franschhoek147031572033399/

Crouse Art Gallery Artdealers, Daily 9am
to 5pm, George Eden Meander Shop 31,
www.artdealers.co.za

Ndiza Gallery Local is Lekker! Featuring
well known works with local street artists
and sculptors, ends 31/05/2017, Gordon’s
Bay, www.ndizagallery.com

Hermanus

Gallery on 103 “The Boutique” “Gallery
on 103”, welcomes you to a vibrant and
inspiring space in the heart of Great Brak
River. A selection of Mandalas in pointillism,
papermache, sculptures, quirky wire
and stone work. Regular temporary art
exhibitions by artists. Wednesday’s 10am
- 3pm or by appointment, Great Brakriver,
www.spiritualmandalas.co.za

Walker Bay Art Gallery A Selection
of South African Contemporary Artists
including Solly Smook, Jimmy Law, Louis
Chanu, Claire Denarie,Tay Dall and many
more, Hermanus, www.walkerbayartgallery.
co.za

Langebaan

Bay Gallery Art in the heart of Langebaan,
- Joan Schrauwen, Jannie Jordaan,
Gerda Claassen, Marie Prinsloo, Antonia
Velissariou & more, Ongoing, Langebaan,
www.baygallery.co.za

Paarl

The Art Square Studio/Gallery The Art
Square offers a creative and social platform
where the artist and public can meet.
Solo exhibitions every last Thursday of the
month, Langebaan, www.facebook.com/
The-ART-Square-studiogallery-688980
037842806

Hout Street Gallery Specialising in
paintings and fine art by more than thirty
SA artists. Open Monday to Friday from
8.30am to 5.30pm; Saturday 8.30am to
1pm and Sunday by appointment, Paarl,
www.houtstreetgallery.co.za

Plettenberg Bay

Prince Albert

Riebeek Kasteel

Robertson

Prince Albert Gallery

Old Nick Village A sensory shopping
experience presenting fine art and the
creative work of many of the best artists,
crafters and creative manufacturers of
South Africa, Plettenberg Bay, www.
oldnickvillage.co.za/about/

Somerset West

Vincent da Silva Studio Somerset West,
www.vincentdasilva.co.za

Sasol Art Museum, University of
Stellenbosch Art Gallery 52 Ryneveld
Street, www.saronsberg.com

The Prince Albert Gallery exhibits the works of a
wide variety of South African artists specialising in
painting, etching and ceramic art.
Painting by Erica Berry - Shell Composition I 910x910 - Oil on Canvas
Tel: 023 5411 057
57 Church Street, Prince Albert, 6930
www.princealbertgallery.co.za

Riebeek Kasteel - The Gallery Featuring
contemporary paintings and sculptures by
mostly local artists. Only an hour’s drive
from Cape Town, Riebeek Kasteel, www.
galleryriebeek.co.za

Robertson Art Gallery Should you find
yourself in the Robertson Wine Valley on
Route 62, pay a visit to this gallery, where
you’ll find a carefully curated selection of art
by top SA artists, as well as a large range
of sterling silver jewellery, Robertson, www.
robertsonartgallery.co.za

Palette Fine Art Gallery Palette Art
Gallery specializes in bronzes and paintings
from local artists, Stellenbosch, www.
palettesculpturegallery.co.za

Rupert Museum This May the museum
will also feature the prints, drawings and
paintings of South African born artist Albert
Adams, Stellenbosch, www.rupertmuseum.
org/?m=2

SMAC Art Gallery Stellenbosch, T. 021
8873607, info@smacgallery.com, www.
smacgallery.com

Stellenbosch Art Gallery Stellenbosch
Art Gallery; Mixed exhibitions by SA
Old Masters, Modern Contemporary
and Sculptures, Stellenbosch, www.
stellenboschartgallery.co.za

Stellenbosch

Oude Libertas Gallery The art gallery
hosts the Afrigami Project with a permanent
Art Installation called Reflections.
Stellenbosch - c/o Adam Tas and Libertas
roads, www.oudelibertas.co.za/art-gallery/

Slee Gallery Stellenbosch,
co.za/gallery

www.slee.

Tulbagh

Teresa Decinti Fine Art Gallery
Contact: 082 432 5188
Eikehoff Church Street
Stellenbosch
www.teresadecinti.com

US Museum The Sasol Art Museum houses
a permanent collection of over 3000 pieces
belonging to the University of Stellenbosch,
Stellenbosch,
www.rsa-overseas.com/
archaeology/sasol-art-museum-universitystellenbosch-museum.htm

Saronsberg Cellar Saronsberg Private
Collection, Tulbagh,

Worcester

STRAUSS & CO’S JOHANNESBURG SALE SPOTLIGHTS

A Decade That Changed Everything
Strauss & Co’s forthcoming Johannesburg live sale,
features a selection of important works by leading
South African artists, including standout lots by
stalwarts of the auction market, JH Pierneef, Alexis
Preller and Irma Stern. The auction, which will be
held at the Wanderer’s Club on 5 June, also includes
a number of iconic works made in the 1990s.
A period of political and cultural renewal for South
Africa, the 1990s also marked a decisive change
in the art market. Writing in the London-based
magazine Modern Painters following his visit to
the first Johannesburg Biennale in 1995, musician
and art collector David Bowie described the “pure
exhilaration” he felt encountering South Africa’s
unheralded new talent and expression.
Bowie described Kentridge’s contribution, a
collaboration with Danish artist Doris Bloom, as the
“white-heat high point” of his 1995 Johannesburg
visit. Kentridge is well represented in the 1990s
selection at Strauss & Co’s upcoming sale. Notable
works include two charcoal process drawings from a
1994 music video Kentridge directed for the muchloved pop act Mango Groove.
Mango Groove cemented their place in history
by performing at the Union Buildings for Nelson
Mandela’s presidential inauguration on 10 May
18

1994. “There was a real sense of hope, of possibility
for change, and I think we need to remember that
more,” said Mango Groove’s lead singer Claire
Johnston in 2012.
The song Another Country was released in
1993 and commemorates the tragic events
surrounding the 1992 Boipatong massacre, south of
Johannesburg. Greg Marinovich, the internationally
acclaimed photojournalist whose work also appears
among Strauss & Co’s 1990s selection, witnessed
the massacre first-hand.
The two Kentridge drawings, which describe
a drive-in screen and megaphone on pylon, both
familiar motifs in his oeuvre, are valued at R1.8 -2.5
million and R1.5 - 2.5 million respectively. A specialedition portfolio of 41 Marinovich photos, made
between 1990 and 1999 and entitled Dead Zone,
carries an estimate of R250 000 - R350 000.
Other artists included in Strauss & Co’s 1990s
selection include Norman Catherine and Anton
Kannemeyer. Catherine, whose work was collected
by Bowie, is represented by the oil Predator (1993).
The work is valued at R550 000 - 700 000. The
Kannemeyer lots include a five-page panel Nag van
die Wit Skrik (estimate R80 000 - 120 000) from the
ground-breaking comic book Bitterkomix. They are

signed under his alias Joe Dog.
“We are very excited by this special focus within
our larger sale,” says Susie Goodman, Strauss & Co’s
general manager in Johannesburg. “The exceptional
lots we have consigned speak to a very particular
moment in our collective history, recording its sorrow
and great optimism. I am confident audiences will be
heartened by this showcase.”

Important South African and International Art,
Decorative Arts and Jewellery
Monday 5 June, 2017
The Wanderer’s Club, Johannesburg
Preview: Friday 2 to Sunday 4 June
from 10am to 5pm
Walkabout: Saturday 3 and Sunday 4 June at
11 am
Enquiries and Catalogues: 011 728 8246
www.straussart.co.za

AUCTION HIGHLIGHT: William Joseph Kentridge, Hedonism
(detail), charcoal on paper, 97 by 111,5cm
Estimate: R 3 500 000 - 5 000 000 (5 June 2017)
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The Stephan Welz Series of Talks & Presentations
at Hermanus FynArts
From the outset Strauss & Co has played an active
role in the Hermanus FynArts Festival. This is largely
due to the support of Stephan Welz (Strauss & Co’s
late, former Managing Director).
In 2015, Welz gave a powerful opening address
to the festival. Mentioning, among other things, the
need for private and corporate support for initiatives
like FynArts. Stephan Welz and Stefan Hundt then
discussed “Prosperous Prospect or Fool’s Paradise”
during the festival’s talks series.
Now named in his honour, the Stephen Welz
Series of Talks and Presentations (10 -– 18 June
2017) will focus on visual art while also reflecting the
diverse nature of the festival; which includes music,
literature and writing, wine making and cuisine.
Audiovisual presentations, richly illustrated talks,
panel discussions, and interviews will be presented
by experts and specialists in their fields of interest.
These participants include Frank Kilbourn, Michael
Godby, Stephan Hundt, Christopher Till, Marilyn
Martin, Gcina Mholphe, and John Parkinton, among
others.
Book your tickets:
http://www.hermanusfynarts.co.za/

Strauss & Co
Valuation Day
in Hermanus
In conjunction with the Hermanus FynArts Festival,
Strauss & Co will host a valuation day on 12 June at
The Marine Hotel. Items to be valuated include South
African and international art, silver, oriental pieces,
and ceramics. A fee of R20 will be charged per item,
with proceeds to benefit the FynArts Development
Fund.
Book your appointment:
021 683 6560 | ct@straussart.co.za

Stephan Welz. Image courtesy of Strauss & Co.

Top Image:
AUCTION HIGHLIGHT: William Joseph Kentridge, Untitled
Drawing for Mango Groove Music Video (Drive-In Screen and
Megaphone) (detail shown here), chalk pastel and charcoal
on paper
Estimate: R 1 800 000 - 2 500 000 (5 June 2017)
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AVENUE
F INE A RT AUCTIONEERS
Wanted for next auction 13 May 2017 | 9:30 am
Art, antiques, objects, furniture and jewellery

Next Auction 11th June at 10am
Now Accepting Entries for this Auction

R OBERT G WELO G OODMAN , O IL
TEL : 011 781 2040/39/41

WWW.5AA.CO.ZA

AUCTION ROOMS 404 JAN SMUTS AVE, CRAIGHALL PARK, SANDTON
ABSENTEE BIDDINGVIA: PHONE, COMMISION BID & ONLINE
LIVE ONLINE BIDDING ALSO OFFERED THROUGH OUR APP AND WEBSITE

Ashbey’s Galleries
Auction House
43 Church Street, Cape Town
Visit our webpage at
www.ashbeysgalleries.co.za

Walter Battiss,
oil on canvas
SOLD R290 000
View catalogue at www.rkauctioneers.co.za
011 789 7422 • 083 675 8468 • 12 Allan Road, Bordeaux, Johannesburg

Invitation to Consign
FFINE
I ART,
COLLECTABLES,
C
O
PERSIAN
CARPETS
P
E
S
Sandton
Auctioneers
sspecialises in
Appraisals and Sale
A
of South African Art,
o
Antiques, Investment
A
Carpets and Fine and
C
Rare Objects in all
R
Collecting Catagories
C
in
including, Bronzes,
SSilver, Marble
SStatuettes and
Investment Jewellery.
In

Cecil Edwin Frans Skotnes
(South African: 1926-2009)
Shaka Sends a Delegation to George IV
Carved, painted and incised wood panel,
signed, 44 by 28cm
R80 000/120 000

Charles Henry Cook
(British: 1830-1906)
Portrait of a Man
Oil on canvas, signed and dated 1883
39 by 29cm
R30 000/40 000

LLUCKY SIBIYA
Life next to the River
Lif
Pa
Painted,
carved and
incised wood panel
in

We specialise in:
Fine arts, antiques & collectables auctions
as well as weekly quality house sales.
Next fine arts, antiques, jewellery &
collectables auction

Thursday 25 May 2017 at 10:00
Tel: 021 423 8060 or info@ashbeys.co.za

8 Burnside Avenue, Craighall Park 2196, Johannesburg | Tel: 011 501 3360/3362
Cell: 083 231 0729 | Email: ali@sandtonauctioneers.com | www.sandtonauctioneers.com

ART AUCTION ACTION
Results, highlights and lots to watch

RESULT | Frans Claerhout, Son Vanger / Sun
Catcher, signed & dated 98, bronze, marble base,
32cm height
Sold for R46 840 (31 March - 9 April 2017,
online)

STRAUSS ONLINE
Tel: 011 728 8246 | email: jhb@straussart.co.za
More info/bid: www.straussartonline.co.za

LOT TO WATCH | Cecil Edwin Frans Skotnes,
Tapestry for the President Hotel
Estimate: R200 000 - 300 000 (5 June 2017)
HIGHLIGHT | Paul Wunderlich (GERMAN: 19272010), Minotaurus (detail shown here), Bronze
sculpture installation, Signed and numbered
1/2000, 78cm high
Estimate: R40 000 - 60 000 (25 May 2017)

ASHBEYS GALLERIES | CAPE TOWN

STRAUSS & CO | JOHANNESBURG
5 June 2017
The Wanderers Club, Illovo
Viewings: 2 – 4 June 2017
Walkabouts: 3 & 4 June at 11 am
Tel: 011 728 8246 | email: jhb@straussart.co.za
More info: https://www.straussart.co.za/

25 May 2017
Ashbey’s Galleries, 43 Church Street, Cape Town
Tel: 021 423 8060 | email: info@ashbeys.co.za
email: inge@ashbeysgalleries.co.za
More info: http://www.ashbeysgalleries.co.za/

RESULT | Robert Griffiths Hodgins, Five Heads.
Estimate: R 30 000 - 60 000. Sold for R197 132
(28-29 March 2017)

STEPHAN WELZ & CO. | CAPE TOWN

RESULT | 19th Century Chinese rosewood screen
with 19 inset porcelain panels, 223 x 154 cm
Estimate: R150 000 - 250 000.
Sold for R1 000 000 (1 April 2017)

RUSSELL KAPLAN AUCTIONEERS |
JOHANNESBURG
13 May 2017
Corner Garden & Allan Roads, Bordeaux
Viewings: 10 – 13 May 2017
Tel: 011 789 7422 | email: rka@global.co.za
More info: www.rkauctioneers.co.za
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RESULT | Anton van Wouw, Die Brandweg, Roma
Massa cast bronze, 17.5 x 63cm.
Sold for R627 200 (9 April 2017)

5TH AVENUE AUCTIONEERS |
JOHANNESBURG
11 June 2017
5th Avenue Auctioneers, 404 Jan Smuts Ave.,
Craighall Park
Viewings: 9 & 10 June 2017
Tel: 011 781 2040 | email:
stuart@5thaveauctions.co.za
More info: http://www.5thaveauctions.co.za/

6-7 June 2017
The Great Cellar, Alphen Estate, Alphen Drive,
Constantia
Tel: 021 794 6461
email: ct@stephanwelzandco.co.za
More info: https://www.stephanwelzandco.co.za/

SANDTON AUCTIONEERS |
JOHANNESBURG
Frequent Fine Art & Decorative Art Auctions
Various Locations
Tel: 011 501 3360 / 083 231 0729
email: ali@sandtonauctioneers.com
More info: http://www.sandtonauctioneers.com/
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ART APPRECIATION
IS OUR BUSINESS.

Think about it.
Insurance is typically designed to protect assets that depreciate over time yet your
irreplaceable art and collectables are appreciating in value. Protecting them effectively
– against repair, restoration or theft - requires cover that is as unique as the works
themselves. Regardless of our preferences for Banksy or Boticelli, that’s something we
can all appreciate, isn’t it?

Where the arts and insurance meet.
Tel: 0861 111 096 | Email: info@artinsure.co.za
Web: www.artinsure.co.za
Artinsure is an authorized Financial Services Provider

Underwritten by The Hollard Insurance Co. Ltd,
an authorised Financial Services Provider

Monitoring & Evaluation are Key to
Realising SA’s Creative Potential
The South African Cultural Observatory’s (SACO) Monitoring and Evaluation Framework
for Measuring the value of Publicly-funded Arts, Culture and Heritage projects is a tool to
‘count culture’ and identify some tangible, quantitative value asserts
Professor Jen Snowball, SACO chief research strategist and cultural economist

The ‘art for art’s sake’ versus the ‘art for market’
debate has raged for more than 100 years – but
is not mutually exclusive. We need art both for its
intrinsic value and for its market value.
This is increasingly evident in global and local
statistics on the socio-economic impact of the
cultural and creative industries (CCIs) and the arts,
culture and heritage (ACH) sectors.
The 2015 EY report, Cultural Times – The First
Global Map of Cultural and Creative Industries, the
first global survey quantifying the global economic
and social contribution of the industries, found that
CCI revenue generated globally accounts for 3% of
the world’s GDP or a total of $2,250-billion. It also
creates a total of 29.5 million jobs worldwide, or 1%
of the earth’s actively employed population.
South Africa is aligned with this trend where
in 2014, according to some early mapping of the
sector, South Africa’s creative economy contributed
over R90.5-billion to the national economy or 2.9%
of the GDP in 2013/14, exceeding, for instance, the
contribution of agriculture to the GDP (2.2%).
In this context, publically funded ACH projects,
events and organisations play a vital role in South
Africa’s economic growth, development and job
creation. However, this strategic function is often
underestimated.
Drawing attention to the growing impact of the
CCI’s on South African socio-economic development,
requires that artistic practitioners, researchers and
12

funders alike need to critically evaluate the overall
impact and cultural value of their projects.
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is a management
tool that allows creatives to track the progress and
gauge the success of their projects. It also plays an
important role in helping public and private funders
understand the value of CCI projects. As such, M&E
is increasingly recognised as an essential tool for
assessing, and expressing, the impact of arts and
culture projects.
Despite its growing importance, CCI M&E is
not always simple – because of the complicated
indicators involved such as various social and
economic values, and the intrinsic values that arts
and culture generate.
For example, measuring the intrinsic value –
individual and personal responses, the importance of
art or performance to a community and in a public
space – is very different to measuring the economic
(e.g. ticket sales) or social (e.g. education) values.
The benefits of some cultural activities, like archiving
and preserving heritage, may only become apparent
over time, and are thus not suited to short-term
valuation methods.
Nevertheless, all three of these values make
an important contribution to the overall value and
impact of ACH projects – and South Africa has long
been in need of a framework to support this type of
measurement.
Enter the SACO, the cultural statistics research

arm of the Department of Arts and Culture, which
recently developed a ‘Framework for the Monitoring
and Evaluation of Publicly Funded Arts, Culture and
Heritage’ to do just that.
Based on international best-practice and guided by
the funding guidelines of the Mzansi Golden Economy
(MGE), the framework allows artistic practitioners and
funders to express and demonstrate the value of their
projects. Using ACH-related themes and indicators,
the framework sets a clear path for creative
practitioners to evaluate the contribution of their CCI
projects and express their project successes.
The framework can assist various performing
artists, art managers, researchers and many more to
identify, present and measure their values.
Aligned with national policy goals, the framework
presents five broad themes that can help creatives
to track and evaluate their projects. These include:
Audience Development & Education; Human
Capital/ Professional Capacity Building; Inclusive
Economic Growth; Social Cohesion and Community
Development; and Reflexive and Engaged Citizens.
These themes speak to a mix of economic, social
and intrinsic values and are supported by a range
of indicators that can be used to measure different
values.

Image: Images from Livestock series, 2003, by Arlene AmalerRaviv and Dale Yudelman
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For example, when measuring the value of
Audience Development & Education one could use
indicators related to ticket sales, media coverage, and
workshops. Similarly, when measuring the impact of
a project on Reflective & Engaged Citizens, one could
look at the project’s influence on appreciation of
diversity or generating empathy.
In terms of monitoring, SACO framework highlights
a ‘Logic Model’ recommended by the Georgia Council
for the Arts, which focuses on an examination of how
inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes contribute
towards achieving a projects goals.
The diversity of the CCIs requires that M&E
frameworks are adaptable to the nature and
purpose of individual projects. The SACO framework
recognises this diversity and is adaptable to projects
with different aims, expected impacts and expected
beneficiaries.
This means that even small craft skills
development projects, or local dance groups can use
the framework to evaluate their project impact and
value.
This allows projects that have limited economic
or ‘market-impact,’ to demonstrate their alignment
with the DAC’s strategic goals in terms of their social

and intrinsic values – a key component for securing
future public funding.
Also, from a funder perspective, tracking impact
of funding on the cultural sector can assist DAC to
monitor policy and funding effectiveness and identify
potential high-performing sectors. It can also help to
ensure that DAC’s funds are allocated to projects that
are most closely linked to realising its strategic goals
and vision.
From a practitioner perspective, apart from
providing the data needed to apply for public funding,
the M&E Framework can be used to demonstrate
practitioners’ abilities to achieve stated aims, evaluate
marketing strategies, help funders to understand
projects’ goals, demonstrate accountable use of
funds, engage stakeholders (artists, audiences,
funders) and demonstrate the value of the arts to
communities and funders.
With a focus on facilitating partnerships and
collaborative capacity-building, the framework
provides creatives with a straightforward tool to
clearly measure and evaluate the success – or failure
– of their projects.
This is something that has not been available to
the industry before, and a tool that can help us better

Palette Fine Art Gallery
at the Cape Quarter Piazza
Palette Fine Art Gallery has opened the doors to their new gallery at 68
Waterkant Street in De Waterkant, at the Cape Quarter Piazza.
The gallery exhibits bronzes and paintings of various artists including
Vincent da Silva.
Swan gracefully towers over the water feature in the courtyard while Wind
Girl Monumental graces the Cape Quarter Square.
14

understand an industry that has vast socio-economic
potential still to be understood and realised.
Monitoring & Evaluation Workshop: 23 May
2017 (09:00 – 16:00) at the Market Theatre in
Johannesburg – FREE of charge.

South African Cultural Observatory (SACO) Chief Research
Strategist, Professor Jeanette Snowball, from Rhodes University,
at the cultural economy think tank’s conference last year.

“A bronze will outlive generations.
It’s an investment in time. If you
buy a bronze for your business, it’s a
testament to the belief in your legacy.
It says, ‘We are here to stay; you can
trust us.”
– Artist, Sarah Richards
SA BUSINESS ART | MAY 2017

South African Artists Abroad
Nontsikelelo Veleko, Lebohang Kganye, Phumzile Khanyile, Jodi Bieber,
Mohau Modisakeng, William Kentridge and Diane Victor will all have work
exhibited at 1:54 New York 2017, in Brooklyn (5-7 May 2017).
Invasion by Simon Gush has been selected for participation at the 63rd International
Short Film Festival in Oberhausen, Germany (11 - 16 May 2017). This will be the
international premiere of the film, following its debut in Gush's solo exhibition at
Stevenson Johannesburg.
Zanele Muholi's Somnyama Ngonyama series is exhibited at the 2017 Kyotographie
International Photography Festival in Kyoto Japan (now, until 14 May 2017). She will
also present a masterclass on self-representation though photography.
Works by Guy Tillim, Nicholas Hlobo, Moshekwa Langa and Robin Rhode are
included in The White Hunter. African Memories and Representations curated by
Marco Scotini at the FM Centre for Contemporary Art in Milan, Italy (now, until 3
June 2017). The exhibition intends to challenge identity politics and propose a
de-centered subjectivity, one that goes beyond the capturing gaze.
NTU: UBULAWU is the first UK solo exhibition by NTU, at Auto Italia in London
(now, until 8 June 2017). Drawing on the collective’s ongoing research project
NTUSAVE, this programme continues their engagement with Ubulawu – a sacred
collection of plants used in traditional Southern African spiritual practice – and their
phytochemical properties.
Works by Igshaan Adams, Frances Goodman, Bronwyn Katz, Lebohang
Kganye, Banele Khoza, Lawrence Lemaoana, Turiya Magadlela and Mohau
Modisakeng are all included in the group exhibition Le Jour Que Vient, at Galerie
Des Galeries, in Paris (now, until 10 June 2017).
Anton Kannemeyer, Billie Zangewa and William Kentridge show in Frans
Masereel and Contemporary Art: Resistance in Images, at Kunstmuseum aan Zee
in Belgium (now, until 25 June 2017). The exhibition looks at Masereel's ideas in
dialogue with the work of contemporary artists, highlighting their social commitment.
Art by Rose Shakinovsky is included on a group exhibition titled L’emozione dei
COLORI nell’arte, at the Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea (now, until
23 July 2017). The exhibition explores the use of colour in art, spanning different art
movements that stand apart from the Western canon and other canonical histories
associated with colour and abstraction.
In Paris, at the Fondation Louis Vuitton, Art/ Afrique, le nouvel atelier includes work
by Nicholas Hlobo, David Goldblatt, William Kentridge, David Koloane, Sue
Williamson, Athi-Patra Ruga, Jody Brand, Kudzanai Chiurai, Thenijiwe Niki
Nkosi, Bogosi Sekhukhuni, Buhlebezwe Siwani, Jane Alexander, Moshekwa
Langa, Zanele Muholi and Kemang Wa Lehulere (now, until 28 August 2017).
Andrew Tshabangu, Simon Gush, Nicholas Hlobo, Moshekwa Langa,
Nandipha Mntambo and Guy Tillim present work at the Gare Saint-Sauveur in
Lille, and La Villette in Paris, France. The exhibition, curated by the Simon Njami, is
titled AFRIQUES CAPITALES - CAPE OF GOOD HOPE HERE WE COME (now, until 3
September 2017).
Nandipha Mntambo is included in an exhibition titled Jaguars and Electric Eels at
the Julia Stoschek Collection in Berlin (now, until 26 November 2017). The exhibition
investigates an alternative interpretation of anthropology and zoology.
Images top to bottom:
Diane Victor, Smoke 7, 2017
Image courtesy of the artist and David Krut Projects

Phumzile Khanyile, NOMVO, Plastic Crowns, 2015, 203.2 × 276.9 cm
Image courtesy of the artist and Afronova Gallery.

Simon Gushn Invasion (still), 2017, HD video, Duration 14 min 20 sec, Edition of 3 + 1AP.
Image courtesy of Stevenson, Cape Town & Johannesburg
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Booshra
From 29 June to 13 July 2017, Booshra will enjoy
her second solo exhibition at Candice Berman
Fine Art Gallery, entitled Muse. Her work will then
be shown at the FNB Joburg Art Fair under the
curation of Candice Berman Fine Art Gallery. In
fact, this year, Booshra is painting her presence all
over the global art arena, with work on art fairs
in London, Dubai and Singapore. Born in Morocco,
living in Belgium, the Art Times asked Booshra
about how her art has been received on South
African soil, and how the global market is actively
taking notice.

Thank you for making the time to speak to us,
Booshra. Firstly, how did you originally gain a
footing in the art market outside of Belgium, and
then find yourself in front of the South Africa art
audience with Candice Berman Fine Art Gallery?
I have long been an underground artist, it was
a choice, a personal decision to work without art
galleries. I had my studio and my private customers
grew by word of mouth. I have been painting since
childhood, but it is only very recently in February 2016,
that I took the step to make my artwork public by
representing it on social networks. I was immediately
contacted by foreign galleries, mostly American. In
April 2016, two months later, I was selected to exhibit
at Aqua Art Miami, one of the official satellite fairs
of Art Basel Miami. I got this news in an RV car, on
the road between Cape Town and George on my first
trip to South Africa, where I was visiting my brother
who lives in Johannesburg. It was natural that we
would visit galleries and experience the South African
art scene. I had the chance to do an exhibition at
SoMa Art + Space in Maboneng, Johannesburg, as
part of the Jo’burg Art Week in September 2016.
It was during my second stay in South Africa that I
met Candice Berman. Candice saw my art and was
immediately blown away. I knew instinctively that
my brushes found solid walls for my artwork, so we
arranged to show my works with her gallery, and it
was a real success.
What response have you received from your
work, both globally and specifically in South
Africa?
For an artist who has long made the choice of
discretely walking alone, I must admit that today I
feel God’s blessing when I see the reaction of people
and customers to my artwork. This is even more so,
since I have had a strong professional representation
of my artworks.
I see this reaction in South Africa, but in all my
other exhibitions too. I really work from my guts,
each of my paintings is a true delivery, with all that it
implies, beautiful and intense as it may be. It is this
life force I try to instill into my art, into each of my

portraits. The responses I receive from the viewing
audience, leave no doubt that my artwork touches,
upsets, ignites something deep and powerful inside
us all. This may of course seem very pretentious,
but it is not. It is the simple return of what I myself
feel in full creation. South Africa gave me a great
welcome. I recently met one of our South African
collectors from the Candice Berman Gallery. She
came to meet me specially in my house in Belgium.
She explained her love for the art that she collects,
and revealed to me how much she never liked nor
wished to acquire anything that resembled portraits.
Despite this, she ended up acquiring one of the first
paintings I exhibited at the gallery. I am very grateful
for the hospitality and recognition of my artwork in
South Africa.
Your work has taken you on journeys across the
globe. How has your art developed as a result of
this travel?
Today my artwork makes me travel around the world
mainly for my exhibitions, but I started travelling
intensely with my brushes much earlier, and for
many years. From the age of 20, I needed to get
away from everything I knew. I had this dream of
living in a wider cultural realm, tasting their daily
life, discovering what comes out of them and of
course, painting them. No gallery was waiting for
me at that time, it was just my life at that stage. It
was a unique and formidable experience. I painted
walls in the middle of nowhere, without referencing
a picture, without even thinking about it. I travelled
alone in search of different societies in the world. I
worked with local materials. I am a self-taught artist,
so obviously, I learnt on the one hand from my errors,
and on the other hand, my experiments. I only work
in this way until I find the right formula. When I could
not find any material to buy, I started to paint with
other natural ingredients and pigments, sand, dried
leaves etc. I also worked on other supports. I explored
the potential of the material, actually. All this helped
to develop my painting of course. Simultaneously,
what nourished my painting was existing as a human
being in simple nature. It is this little bit of nomadic
life, living with nomads during my early years that
impacted me as a young woman, alone away from
her own ‘codes’. It was the spirit that emanated from
all these cultures and life that were the basic motives
for my inspirations, which always accompanies me
in my creations.
It’s been said that you have a fascination with
the human ‘condition’ and that this is a strong
driving force behind your work. Is this true? If
so, how does your work explore/reveal this
fascination?
The theme of the human condition plunges its
questions and observations into the essence of

human existence. These last three words alone
are most fascinating to my heart. If I had not
been a painter, I would in any case have been an
"anthropologist-philosopher" in spirit.
As a child, I was bathed in two cultures, with a
mother and a father as basic pillars who taught me
the importance and the richness of being open to
what is different. My childhood was spent navigating
two vastly different cultures, that of the Catholic
school run by nuns, and the life of the mosque.
Throughout my childhood and adolescence, this
systematic interchange between one culture and
another, one religion and another, meant a lot to me.
My background therefore facilitated a conducive
attitude to questioning the theme of the essential in
an existence. I liked to dive into the silent observation
of human behaviour. I found my own answers,
sometimes soothing, sometimes insane or terribly
frustrating. Of course, one wonders ‘why’? As a
response to the question about the observations of
the human condition. The years of traveling have
given me an idea of the immensity of the teachings
and wisdom in the world. Over the years, I have
retained a teaching which, for me, overrides all the
others: a belief in the simple authenticity of man. It
reveals itself in the quiet, silent force of lively eyes.
It is precisely this authentic part in each of us
that fascinates me, that which binds us instead of
separating us. It is transmitted in the silence of the
gaze. It says everything by saying nothing.
Painting is the medium that allows me to explore
this silent gaze of the eyes. They are the inspiration
for my artworks. They are the primary focus. The
large scale of my portraits show fragility without
idealising, they do not hide their scars or their beauty.
They are just what they are.
Lastly, why do YOU think investors are interested
in buying your work?
Well … firstly, because they would be wrong not to
(big laugh)! Well, more seriously: I admit that I am
following the path of this beautiful ascension without
asking myself too many questions. I create, it's my
passion, it's my job. And that's what I've done all
my life. However, I do think investors are interested
for multiple reasons. Firstly, I see very clearly that
my artwork challenges and upsets. There is no
indifference. My paintings mark the spirits and sell
so fast that I am in a permanent situation of creation
and in constant request of commissions. I am very
fortunate to have galleries and collectors who have a
real understanding for my artworks. It turns out too
that all the value of these acquisitions have increased
in tremendously in a short time. I think those are
some of reasons that prompt investors to buy my
artworks.
Images: Booshra and her work. Photo: Dorian Lhose.
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Turbine Art Fair celebrates 5 years of
contemporary South African art
The fifth edition of the Turbine Art Fair (TAF), brought to you by the forum
company, will take place at the iconic Turbine Hall, Johannesburg from the
14th to 16th July with a First Access experience on the evening of 13th July.
TAF has firmly established itself as a must-attend event on the annual
South African art calendar by offering visitors an opportunity to view and
buy quality artwork from emerging and established talent in a fun and
un-daunting way with great live music, artisan food, all curated within the
heritage building that is Turbine Hall in the heart of Newtown.
“The Turbine Art Fair has undoubtedly made its mark as an not-to-bemissed event for art lovers and those looking to learn more about South
Africa’s rich art scene. With over 50 galleries and exhibits from across South
Africa there’s bound to be something to catch everyone’s eye,” says Glynis
Hyslop, TAF Fair Director.
All applications have been carefully considered to ensure compliance with
the core values of the fair and its organisers. Exhibitors whether galleries,
collectives or dealers are invited to exhibit contemporary artwork priced
below R50, 000 incl VAT.
TAF17 will see numerous exciting projects and exhibitions ake place
within the Fair as well as a free talks programme sponsored by Artinsure,
guided walkabouts for both adults and children alike as well as a dedicated
children’s area hosted by Staedtler.
6

Dates & Times:
13th July 18h00 – 21:00
First Access Cocktail Event
(substantial canapés and wine included in ticket price).
14Th July 11h00 – 20h00
(live music featuring Abby Nurock and artisan food from 17:00 – 20:00
15th July 10h00 – 18h00
(TAF Artinsure talks, walkabouts and children’s area all commence)
16th July 10h00 – 17h00
(TAF Artinsure talks, walkabouts and children’s area all continue)
Tickets:
First Access Tickets R750 per person via webtickets
R100 at the door, or R90 online via webtickets
R 200 Weekend pass (Fri, Sat & Sun)
R50 children, students & pensioners
http://www.turbineartfair.co.za/
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TAF17 Highlights and special projects
TAF TALKS SPONSORED BY ARTINSURE
“CONVERSATIONS ABOUT COLLECTING’ is curated
by Art Advisor, Makgati Molebatsi and is proudly
sponsored by Artinsure.
“Why do people collect art? The panels, consisting
of collectors and artists, will be sharing their stories
behind their collections. How they started, what
interests and attracts them, and why do they continue
with their acquisitions. In acquiring artworks, do they
buy within and beyond the walls. Do they think ‘my
walls are full’ and stop with their acquisition, or do
they continue beyond the confines of the walls, turning
their acquisitions into collections. Does the term
beyond the walls lead them to acquiring installation art,
performance art and digital media? The conversations
will explore these motivations, examining the diverse
world of contemporary art eco-system, the role of the
buyer, the artist, the gallery and the art fair within the
art market” says Makgati Molebastsi, curator TAF Talks.
ANTON TALJAARD EXHIBITION
Strauss & Co and Artinsure are proud to co-sponsor
an exhibition of Pierneef from the collection of Anton
Taljaard at TAF17.

The exhibition at TAF17 encompasses top examples
from Anton’s collection, ranging from etchings to water
colours and oil paintings, showing the artist’s diversity
in all its splendour. Of special note is Anton’s collection
of the etching plates Pierneef used in his life time. They
will be on exhibition, together with prints pulled from
these by Pippa Skotnes from the Michaelis Art School,
University of Cape Town.
In addition, the Artist Proof Studio students will
demonstrate the linocut technique as part of the
exhibition. These students study Pierneef’s graphic
work as part of their curriculum, and they will be
showing how their work is inspired by the master.
TALENT UNLOCKED
Sponsored by RMB, Talent Unlocked curated again by
Rolihlahla Mhlanga is aimed at creating an opportunity
for selected artists who are young and emerging, to
participate and showcase on a global stage.
Assemblage in collaboration with VANSA and
Turbine Art Fair will be running a 6 month intensive
workshop programme that integrates practical
art-making (focusing on process and conceptual
development) and professional practice training.

There are a total of 15 artists that have been
selected to exhibit at TAF17: Johan Stegman,
Alexander Von Klitzing, Katlego Modiri, Nkhensani
Rihlampfu, Claudia Monyama, Sechaba Meloa, Odette
Graskei, Mmabatho Mokalapa, Mary-Lee Makunye,
Nosipho Nombuso Maseko, Lutendo Malatji, Chrisel
van der Merwer, Kiyara Ananmalay, Isaac Zavale and
Jodi Tracey
GRADUATE PAINTERS SHOW
Curated by Jessica Webster in collaboration with
Amber-Jade Geldenhuys and MC Roodt, the title
of the exhibition is touch and will feature paintings
which emphasise surface-quality and texture in which
the meaning of the work is made. This brings a wide
variety of painterly forms into focus such as how thick
layers of paint may heighten a sense of the psychosomatic or how painting in ultra-thin layers provokes
an experience of the ethereal. Alternatively, painting in
hyper-realistic ways can capture the visual textures of
objects and figures. The show is aimed at evoking a
deep impression of sensuality in material methods of
painting.
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AUCTION

Important South African and
International Art
Monday, 5 June 2017
The Wanderers Club, Illovo, Johannesburg
Preview 2-4 June, 10am-5pm
Walkabout 3 and 4 June, 11am
011 728 8246 | 021 683 6560
www.straussart.co.za

Strauss & Co: The global leader in the South African art market

Norman Catherine, Predator (detail) R550 000 - 700 000

Strauss & Co, 5 June 2017 Auction Highlight: JH Pierneef, Farm Jonkershoek with Twin Peaks Beyond, Stellenbosch (detail), oil on canvas, 73.5 x 100.5 cm

Estimate: R 6 000 000 - 8 000 000
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